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PREFACE

Item 649.2 of the 1982-84 Appropriations Act was adopted by
the General Assembly as a mechani sm to assess the mi nimum number of
personnel required by the Department of Highways and Transportation to
staff programs and act i vi ties funded by the Act. The Item had two
interrelated parts. First, the department was directed to prepare a
manpower plan specifically aimed at establishing a minimum staffing
number. Second, JLARC was directed to monitor the planning process,
the plan prepared by the department, and subsequent staffing actions.
This report includes the findings and recommendations related to that
monitoring exercise.
An integral part of the workplan developed by JLARC was an
assessment of the staffing environment of the department as it existed
during the summer and fall of 1982. The assessment was intended to be
used in part to understand the manpower plan and to val i date to the
extent poss i b 1e the staff numbers generated by the department. JLARC
focused on eight staff activities covering both field and central
office organizational levels as well as construction, maintenance,
preconstruction, and administrative activities. The staffing analysis,
however, now serves other purposes because the department di d not
produce a manpower plan by the reporting date assigned to JLARC -December 1, 1982.
The fi ndi ngs regardi ng the staff effi ci enci es and economies
that may be achi eved and the conc 1us ions that may be reached about
reserve staff capacity have been reported as an independent analysis in
free-standing chapters.
We believe the staff environment analysis
should be useful to the Department of Highways and Transportation as it
brings its manpower planning process to completion and the first usable
staff plan is reported. We also feel the analysis will serve as a
useful poi nt of reference for the House Appropri at ions and Senate
Finance Committees as they consider staff authorization requests contained in the 1984-86 Appropriations bill.
Because the department1s manpower planning system will not be
implemented until mid-summer of 1983, a principal recommendation of
this report is for a follow-up report by JLARC after the system is
implemented. That recommendation has been adopted by the Commission.
On behalf of the Commission staff, I wish to acknowledge the
very valuable help and assistance of the administrative and field
personnel of the Department of Highways and Transportation.

Ray D. Pethtel
Director
February 2, 1983

contains the findings and conclusions of that
three-part evaluation.
Throughout 1982} DHT staff who were
assigned to prepare the manpower plan met
periodically with JLARC staff to review
progress and to expedite feedback about the
planning process on an interactive basis. On
the basis of its monitoring activity} JLARC
can report that DHT initiated an active
manpower planning
which the
department asserts will
capable of producing comprehensive staffing requirements
bas.ed on reliable and validated workload
standards. However} the DHT manpower
planning documents do not yet sufficiently
address the Appropriations Act requirements.

Item 649.2 of the 1982-84 Appropriations Act requires the Commissioner of the
Department of Highways and Transportation
(DHT) to prepare a manpower plan. This
plan is to identify both the minimum
number of employees necessary to staff the
programs and activities funded by the Act}
and the methods to expedite staff reduction
to meet that minimum staffing level. The
plan is to specifically consider and report on
the feasibility of reducing central office staff
to 900 employees.
The same item also requires the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission
(fLARC) to review (1) the planning process}
(2) the plan required by law, and (3) the
staffing actions. This report

The Short-Range Approach to Manpower
stated that it was intended to "document
the steps and methodologies utilized by
DHT to comply with the letter and intent
of the Appropriations Act." In fact} however, the document was principally a compilation of requests from divisions and districts
for 600 additional staff in the current biennium. This outcome apparently resulted
from an earlier management strategy
intended to amend the department's maximum employment level. Consequently, the
document was of little use in helping determine the minimum staffing level for the
department. DHT acknowledged that the
Short-Rl11ge Appro,lch to Manpower was
incomplete} and in effect set the document
aside, focusing its compliance effort on a
long-term process.
The department's effort to establish a
long-term manpower plan is described in the
Hum,l11 Resource PLl1111ing System (HRPS).
This major manpower project is an ambitious effort to develop a total human
resource planning system. The system is
intended to be a comprehensive method for
linking staffing with workload and for
responding to alternative funding levels.
However, the report
lacks the
documentation and precision needed for
compliance The document fails to
address the requirements set by the ApproL

Act. In
how staffing efficiencies will be assessed in the department's
effort to establish a minimum staffing level
is not spelled out. Finally the means of
determining service levels from predicted
revenue, a vital step in forecasting staffing
needs under the system remains unclear.
j

j

the department may fully intend
address such concerns as a part of its
manpower planning efforts, these intentions
are not yet explicitly discussed in HRPS. For
to

the department's manpower process to fully
comply with Appropriations Act intent and
be effectively operationalized; the plan must
explicitly address the Act's requirements.

In order for fLARe to assess the
manpower projections prepared by the
department, a study was made of the
current DHT staffing environment. That
review-an exercise that tested existing workload standards and staffing patternsconcluded that the maximum employment
ceiling specified in the 1982-84 Appropriations Act (l 0,177) is reasonable and can be
achieved without inordinate staff disruptions
or personal hardships. In fact, minimum
staffing levels that can be inferred from the
productivity enhancements identified in this
analysis could result in staff economies
equal to between 635 and 793 staff-years of
effon (see table). If these improvements are
achieved, DHT maximum staffing levels can
be reduced to between 9,767 and 9,925 FTE
employees, assuming as a base the actual
July 1982 staff level of 10,560. Some of
these economics would apply even assuming

a lower
10,177
savings
$
million could be achieved if such economies
Were implemented.
All of the productiVIty improvements are
independent of construction funding increases, and many economies can be achieved
even if the department receives additional
State or federal revenues.
example,
although the department is likely to receive
$263 million in new funds during the
1982-84 biennium, these revenues do not
signal the beginning of an increased
construction program, but the continuation
of an existing maintenance and construction
program that is already adequately staffed.
Had the department not received additional
funds, its staff requirement was expected to
drop to 7,686 by the 1986 biennium, according to DHT's 1982-84 budget program proposal. The additional revenues, therefore,
preclude the necessity for a severe staff
cutback but do not justify additional staff.
There is also increasing speculation that
the State may benefit from a new infusion
of federal funds for construction and maintenance. In the event those funds create
opportunities for new or accelerated
programs, additional staff may be necessary
for a few select areas examined in this
report. In that event, it is especially important for the department to have a manpower
planning system in place and workload standards validated.

POTENTIAL nHT STAFFING REDUCTIONS

Potential
Reductions
Reduce Area Headquarters
Centralize Timekeepers Within Residencies
Improve Productivity for Routine Maintenance
Improve Inspector Productivity
Eliminate Plant Technicians
Computer-Assisted Design
of Way Productivity
Divisions

23-64
87-114
158-248
228
65
60

Total

635-793

Savings
$400,000-1,500,000
$990,000-1,700,000
$1,600,000-3,500,000
$3,400,000-4,600,000
$81
1,1 vV,uu'v
.,p.;;lou',v\.Jv-1,,;)\.Ju,vu'u

2
2
4.0 million
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Central Office Staffing (pp. 51-71)
While it did not question the overall
structure ot the dcp:mment, the 1982
Cl'ner:J! Assemhh
cxpressed imerest 111
rcducing cCl1tral ottice employment over the
hiennium. Thl' Appropriations Act limited
to 1,3\2 thl' numhcr ot positions avai!:Jhle to
thl' cCIltral ottice tor hoth years of the hiennium. The Act also required
department
to rcport OIl the fcasihilit\
further reducing ee11tral otfice positions to \)00 full-time
equi\:llent positioIlS over the 1982-84 hienni11111_
Due to the Act's spl'ci
focus on statting of the DHT cel1tr:d
, :111 assessmellt
W:1S undert:1kc'n h\ lLARC in order to evalu:lte c011tpli:mce with t
A
Act
m:ll1d:Ites :lIld
ng needs.
Although thc
central office staffing Ie\el of 1,312 was
in September
1982 as :1
t ot :1
DI-IT has not
assessl'd the
hilit\ ot further
centr:ll ottice statting to l)OO
IV.
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helow the
m:111d;lted luly 1\)82 level ot 1,312 positions.
DIIT should eX;lmine such
llnities as
pint ot its 11t:111lbted :lSSess111e11t
the
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to YOO.
Recommendation
dep;lrtment
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sutfi n,l!, should be presen ted for hot h
definitio!1s-th:lt uscd
[)!{T and th:lt llsed
during the IY82 Cel1eral Asscmbl\.
Recommendation (9). DHT should
:lssess the fe;lsihility of reducing central
sutfing to yon
luly I
The
:lSSCSSmCl1t should idcnt
efficiencies wh
em Ield teJ
reductions. All centr:J!
units should he
uded 111 the
reVIew.
Recommendation (10). DHT should
assess the costs involved in implementing
computer :lssisted design (CAD), and identify
otfsetting s:lvings :lvaiLJhlc through st:lffing
economIcs and productivity improvements.
The dep:lrtment should prep:ne a written
report on the
hility of implementing
CAD in the bridge division :lIld the locltion
and design division.
Recommendation
DHT needs teJ
specifv all the projects
ich will require
prelimin:ll\ engineering :lJ1d :lSSCSS the nced
sutf in such activities over t
SIX yen
progLlm.
Recommendation (12). The department
should set productivity stand:nds, such :lS
those used hv the right-of-way division, :It
Is above a long-term :lverage. Targets
should he linked to high levels of productivity that h:lve actu:lllv hcen ach
bv t
scctions. Stcps for moving tow:nd that level
should he idcntified ;lnd uken. In addition,
guidelines for individual em
mal1ce should be tied teJ the urgets.
DHT
:l method
recording hOll
worked
;Ill em
This mct

DHT should
spans of control assigned to all
office supervisory personnel. Positions
which vary significantly from generally
accepted standards should
considered for
merger into other supervisory positions. Positions
as supervisory but which actually spend a majority of the time performing work similar to that assigned to
subordinates should be reclassified as subordinate positions and the supervisory responsibilities merged. Excess supervisory positions
should be eliminated.
Recommendation (16). The merger of
the programming and scheduling, secondary
roads, and urban divisions as separate
sections in one division should be under
continuous study by DHT. Reductions from
the current level of staffing should be
considered. Cross-training of staff who
currently develop and coordinate the
programming and scheduling of projects on
the primary, secondary, and urban systems
may prove to facilitate staff reductions.
Additional consolidation opportunities within
the central office should be identified by
the department.
Recommendation (17). JLARC may
wish to direct the Comptroller to designate
the central garage as a working capital fund.
review

DHT's Short Range
Manpower (pp. 74-82)

Approach

to

The Short Range Approach to Manpower
states that it is intended to "document the
steps and methodologies utilized by DHT to
with the letter and intent of the
Act." The Short Range
is acknowledged
the department to be
and the
rl"YV'Ylcr¥lI'nt deferred some of its objectives to

that mInImum
should be
linked to
operations.
analysis
that not all divisions
and staff are uniformly operating at the
productivity
in recent years.
While
management appears to be
aware that
planning and work
are
the Short Range
Approach does not
how or whether
these efficiencies will be achieved. Due to
these shortcomings, the Short Range
Approach may comply with but docs not
satisfy the Appropriations Act mandates.

The
Resource
System (pp. 83-90)

Planning

DHT Commissioner assembled a
task force in April 1982 and charged it with
developing the manpower plan. The task
force, designated the Manpower Advisory
Group (MAG), quickly began to develop
methods and identify resources within the
agency. The overall approach of the group
was to develop a manpower forecasting tool
incorporating work measures for most DHT
employees. The Department's effort to
establish a long-term manpower plan is
described in the Human Resource Planning
System . This system is intended to be a
comprehensive method for linking staffing
with workload and for responding to alternate funding levels.
An interactive review process was used
to assess the MAG effort. JLARC staff met
with the Manpower Advisory Group on five
occasions to receive progress reports on the
group's work. MAG also provided JLARC
staff with six written status reports over the
course of the year. In response, JLARC identified 11 concerns about the MAG effort in
a letter report submitted to the department
on August 12, 1982. At subsequent meetings
and in correspondence, MAG assured JLARC
that the concerns would be addressed in the
manpower plan.
At this timc, howcver, thc Human
Resource PLllming System (HRPS) lacks the
documentation and
needed for
compliance with the
Act
mandates. How the proposed system will
determine the minimum levels of staffing

v.

needed by the department remains unclear.
Consideration of alternatives to an across-the-board hiring freeze and further layoffs is
incomplete. An assessment of further central
office reductions to the 900 level is not
contained in the document, although the
assessment will apparently be conducted in
1983.

Several additional problems are evident
in
HRPS document. First, the determination of service levels, or the types and quantities of work to be performed, may reflect
current staffing rather than essential or
minimum service levels. A second problem
is that a means of adjusting service levels to
available or forecasted revenue is not articulated in the document. Third, adjusting or
validating work standards on the basis of
current productivity levels may build in
productivity that is at historically low levels,
as shown in the field staffing analyses in
this report. Finally, specific opportunities for
staffing economies should be included in the
HRPS.
Recommendation (18). The Human
Resources Pl,mning System should specifically include:
a) A clear and consistent definition of
minimum staffing, which incorporates
a high level of productivity, should
be consistently used in developing the
system.
b) A clearly articulated method for linking available and forecasted revenues
with service levels and staffing levels.
The method should address the two
levels of maintenance under development by the department, and provisions for contracting to the private
sector for ordinary maintenance.
c) Specific performance targets for all
work standards. For example, productivity at the 75th percentile of the
past highest performance could be
required. Steps for achieVing this
higher
should be identified.
d) An assessment of the feasibility of
reducing central office staffing to 900.
The assessment should specify analytical methods used to determine feasibility, and be completed prior to the

VI.

1984 session of the
Assembly.
relationship
e) An identification
of productivity improvements to staffing levels. Productivity improvements
should be clearly distinguished from
production increases.

Recommendation (19). DHT should
develop alternative methods of adjusting
workforce size. Methods should include:
a) A department-wide plan for selectively
implementing a hiring freeze as
of the Human Resource Planning
System. The plan should specify the
conditions under which the freeze
would be invoked, and the job classifications which would be affected.
The freeze should be tailored to meet
maximum employment levels specified in legislation. Targeted position
levels should be specified for the
affected classifications. Plans should
be developed for maintaining the
specified levels.
b) An expansion of department policy on
temporary transfers to include transfers between classifications. Classifications suitable for such transfers
should be identified. Suitable training
should be provided. Guidelines should
be developed for district and resident
engineers to follow in effecting such
transfers.
Recommendation (20). DHT, with the
cooperation of the Department of Personnel
and Training, should review the State layoff
policy as it applies to DHT, specifically
considering whether individual employee
productivity may be a factor in the determination of eligibility for layoff. Positions
covered by work standards which incorporate productivity goals should be the focus
of this review.
Recommendation (21). The implementation of DHT's long-term manpower planning
system should be reviewed. A report on
implementation should be made by fLARC
to the appropriate legislative committees as
part of the routine follow-up report to be
submitted to the General Assembly by January I, 1984.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Item 649.2 of the 1982-84 Appropri at ions Act requi res the
Commissioner of the Department of Highways and Transportation (DHT) to
prepare a manpower plan. This plan is to identify both the minimum
number of employees necessary to staff the programs and activities
funded by the Act and the methods by whi ch staff reductions can be
expedited to meet that minimum staffing level. The plan is to specifically consider and report on the feasibility of reducing central
office staff to 900 employees.
The same item also requires the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission (JLARC) to review (1) the planning process, (2) the
plan required by law, and (3) the resulting staffing actions. This
report contains the findings and conclusions of that three-part evaluation.
Monitoring the Planning Process
Throughout 1982, DHT staff ass i gned to prepare the manpower
plan met periodically with JLARC to review progress and to expedite
feedback about the planning process on an interactive basis. Six
status reports were received. Two formal commentaries on the process
were prepared by JLARC and sent to the department in the form of letter
reports. A summary report about the planning process was made to the
Commission on October 11, 1982.
On the basis of its monitoring activity, JLARC can report
that DHT did initiate an active manpower planning process, which the
department asserts will be capable of producing comprehensive staffing
requirements based on reliable and validated workload standards. DHTls
efforts to comply with the Appropriations Act are reflected in its
preparation of two documents: (1) the Short Range Approach to Manpower,
an interim assessment of staffing needs which DHT subsequently
set aside, and (2) the Human Resource Planning System, which documents a comprehensive manpower system that the department has
scheduled for implementation in July, 1983.
The report ent it 1ed Short Range Approach to Manpower was
intended to comply with the legislative mandate to identify the minimum
staff required to carry out 1982-84 programs and activities, but fell
short of satisfying the legislature1s request for an assessment of
minimum staffing. Specifically, it did not address the question of
reducing central office staff; nor did the staff level projected by the
department for FY 1983 (10,963 FTE employees) reflect considerations of

efficiencies in planning, scheduli , or work methods.
Furthermore,
the department had not suffi ci ent ly exami ned areas of potential staff
reductions. The Short Range Approach to Manpower was largely a compilation of the staffing requests from individual DHT divisions and field
operations calling for 600 additional staff.
Subsequent to its
re 1ease, DHT acknowl edged numerous i nadequaci es in the Short Range
Approach to Manpower and set it aside as a manpower planning tool.
The department I s effort to estab 1ish along-term manpower
plan and to comply with Appropriations Act requirements is described in
the Human Resource Pl anni n9 System HRPS). The document descri bes an
ambitious effort at establishing a comprehensive manpower planning
system.
It is not yet complete, however, and lacks the documentation
and precision necessary for full compliance. For example, the document
does not adequately describe how the system will aid in identifying
minimum staffing or in setting minimum service levels.
While the
success of the HRPS will ultimately depend on how well it works in
practice, its imp ementation would be aided by improved clarity and
precision in the written plan.
Minimum Staff Levels
To enable JLARC to assess the department's manpower project ions, a study was made of the current DHT staffi ng envi ronment.
That study -- an exercise that tested existing workload standards and
staffing patterns -- concluded that the maximum employment ceiling
specified in the 1982-84 Appropri3tions Act (10,177) is reasonable and
can be achieved without inordinate staff disruptions or personal hardships. In fact, the minimum staffing levels that can be derived from
productivity enhancements identified in this analysis could result in
staff economies equal to between 635 and 793 staff years of effort. If
these improvements are achieved, DHT maximum staffing levels can be
further reduced to between 9,767 and 9,925 FTE employees, assuming as a
base the actual July 1, 1982 staff level of 10,560.
All of the staff productivity improvements are independent of
construction funding increases, and many staff economies can be
achieved even if the department receives additional State or federal
revenues. For example, although the department may receive as much as
$263 million in new State funds during the 1982-84 biennium, these
revenues do not signal the beqi nni ng of an increased construction
program but the continuation of an existing maintenance and construction program that is already adecdately staffed. If the department had
not received additional funds,
:s staff requirement was expected to
drop to 7,686 by the 1986 bienn m, according to DHT's 1982-84 budget
program proposal.
The additional revenues, therefore, preclude the
necessity for a severe staff cutback, but do not justify additional
staff.
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There is also increasing speculation that the State may
benefit from a new i nfus i on of federal. funds for construction and
maintenance. In the event these funds materialize and create opportunities for new or accelerated programs, additional staff may be necessary in certain areas examined in this report. Should this occur, it
wi 11 be especi ally important for the department to have its manpower
planning system in place and its workload standards validated.
THE DHT STAFFING ENVIRONMENT
DHT has long been one of the State's 1argest agenci es. As
other agencies and programs have been established, however, DHT's
workforce has declined in a proportion to total State employment. In
1970, DHT employees represented 23 percent of all State salaried employees; by 1982, the proportion had declined to 15 percent.
Since 1978, DHT has reduced total staffing by more than 2,300
positions, or 18 percent of its workforce (Table 1). Hourly employees,
typically hired as summer help, have almost been eliminated, and the
number of permanent salaried employees has dropped by more than 1,300.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - DHT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
1978-82

Year*
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Hourly
Employees
(FTEs)**

Permanent
Salaried
Employees

1,242

11,623
11,650
11,620
10,956
10,269

871

432
279
291

Total
12,865
12,521
12,052
11,235
10,560

*As of July.
**A full-time equivalent (FTE) equals 1,992 man-hours per year, for
purposes of converting hourly employees into FTEs.
Source:

DHT personne 1 records.

Staff reductions have occurred by means of a hi ri ng freeze
and three layoffs. Most staff reductions are the result of a freeze on
filling vacancies, which was in effect until June 30, 1982. This freeze
was first implemented by the DHT Commissioner in January 1980. A
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provi
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reviewing the staffing environment with a series of indicators
staffing efficiency. The review also assessed the methods the department has used to effect reductions, such as attrition and layoffs.
Manpower Planning.
The Act call s for JLARC to exami ne the
department's manpower planning process, including the plan itself and
the staffing actions that result.

JLARC assessed the department's long-term process and shortterm plan within the context of the current DHT staffing and funding
environment.
The JLARC review covered approximately 5,400 construction, maintenance, and central office positions.
Altogether, the
review addressed 53 percent of the total DHT workforce. The analysis
did encompass the new construction funds provided by HB 532, which was
passed by the 1982 General Assembly.
Methodology
A variety of methods was used to assess department staffing
levels and manpower planning processes.
JLARC staff established an interactive process with DHT to
revi ew the development of the manpower plan and to monitor staffi ng
actions. The purpose of this process was to provide DHT with interim
feedback on the planning process prior to the completion of the plan,
and to allow adequate time for the department to respond to any concerns identified by JLARC. Six meetings were held for this purpose
between May and October of 1982.
In addition, DHT provided six written status reports on the
plan's development.
In return, JLARC provided DHT with written comments on the planning process on August 23 and September 28, 1982.
Copies of these letters are contained in the Appendix.
To carry out the staffi ng revi ew, JLARC co 11 ected and analyzed data from a number of sourC'~s. The principal data collection
effort ai med at assess i ng mai nten<.lnce productivity and i nvo 1 ved i ndepth i ntervi ews with area superi ntendents and res i dency mai ntenance
supervisors located in 13 residencies. This effort was supplemented
with workload and staffing data collected from all 240 areas, 44 residencies, eight districts, and the one field division.
Additional
information was compiled from various functional analyses, staffing
projections, annual reports, and other information prepared by the DHT
divisions; from reports of departmental committees and task forces; and
from staffi ng standards and manpower sy;tems developed in other states.
A synopsis of methods used for' evaluation follows. A more
detailed discussion of methods used may be found in the text or in the
Technical Appendix.
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Central Office Review.
assessment of central 0 ice
s i n g was based on several major approaches. First, compliance
mandated staffing levels was checked agalnst DHT payroll and personnel
records. Second, several product i vi ty and workload i ndi cators were
revi ewed for app 1i cabil i ty to DHT. Thi rd, the feas i bil ity of transferring activities out of DHT was assessed. Finally, workload information from numerous sources in the central office was compared with
staffing levels.
Area Headquarters Assessment.
JLARC's assessment of the
number of area headquarters was based on an analysis of mileage figures
supplied by DHT district offices and staffing figures supplied by DHT's
personnel division. DHT's recent Study of Maintenance Areas was also
reviewed.
Maintenance Productivity Review. JLARC's review of maintenance productivity built on findings reported in JLARC's 1981 report,
Highway Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in Virginia.
5idency accomp 5
nts for six routine maintenance activities we
reviewed, using data from DHT's maintenance management system. Fie
visits and interviews were conducted in four high, four medium, and
four low productivity residencies in an attempt to explain the productivity variations. Maintenance management system data and equi
data were then exami ned as a means of assess i ng prob 1ems reported
maintenance field personnel.
Inspector Staffing. To assess the appropriateness of inspector staffi ng, JLARC revi ewed construction project summari es; i ntervi ewed several inspectors, proj ect engi neers, and other supervi sory
personnel; and reviewed a report of an internal task force which
assessed paperwork performed by inspectors.
Preconstruction Staffing. Although preconstruct ion personne 1
are located both in the central office and in the dist cts, for purposes of this review the activities are discussed in the chapter on the
central office. The distinction between field and central office staff
positions is made where appropriate. Workload, staffing, and productivity data were reviewed for three major preconstruction divisions.
Correspondence from the divisions was also reviewed to determine division staffing projections and other information.

Report Organization
This report is organized into four chapters. This first
chapter has described the legislative mandate, the DHT staffing environment, staffing trends, and the study approach. Chapter II reviews
the staffing environment in the DHT field organization. Chapter III
assesses the staffi ng envi ronment withi n the central offi ce and in
preconstruct ion uni ts, and focuses on camp 1i ance wi th the staffi ng
requirements set for the central office.
Understanding the DHT
staffi ng envi ronment provi des a framework for revi ewi ng the departmentis short-term and long-term manpower plans, which are discussed in
C

r IV.
!

II. STAFFING OF DUT'S FIELD ORGANIZATION

Much of the business of DHT is supervised and carried out by
an extensive field organization. Of all DHT permanent salaried employees, 8,877 or 86.4 percent are located in the eight districts, 44
residencies, four toll facilities, and the Northern Virginia division.
An understanding of the staffing environment in the DHT field organization is critical to an understanding of the DHT manpower process and
plans.
The basic structure of the field operation was validated by a
management consultant retained by DHT in 1980. In a 1981 report, JLARC
also supported the concept of decentralized authority and responsibility for highway programs.
Although the overall structure of the field organization has
been found to be sound, the 1982 General Assembly was concerned about
whether minimum staffing levels had been achieved department-wide.
While the Appropriations Act did not explicitly set a staffing level
for the field, a level can be derived from the Act (Table 2). If the
central office were staffed at the prescribed 1,312 level, total field
staffing Tor FY 1983 could be limited to 9,359 permanent positions.
The FY 1984 limit would be 8,865 positions, if the central office
remained at the 1,312 level.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - DHT EMPLOYMENT CEILINGS IN THE 1982 APPROPRIATIONS ACT

FY 1983
FY 1984
Source:

Maximum
Employment
Level

Expl icit
Central Office
Ceil i ng

Implicit
Balance

10,671
10,177

1,312
1,312

9,359
8,865

1982 Appropriations Act.

JLARC assessed the two basic functions carried out by DHT's
field organization:
highway construction and maintenance.
These
principal activities are performed by approximately 6,000 employees, or
two-thirds of all field staff.

Staffi ng appears to be above ml nlmum 1 eve 1sin the bas i c
field functions. Productivity of construction staff has fallen in the
last few years, and an excessive variation in productivity for basic
routine maintenance activities was found between residencies.
If
productivity levels attained by construction staff were increased to
levels achieved a few years ago, as many as 228 positions would not be
needed.
Similarly, if maintenance employees in all residencies
attained the levels achieved by the most productive locations for three
major activities, between 158 and 248 positions would not be needed for
those activities.
Improved productivity could result in several important
benefits for DHT. The pri nci pa 1 benefit wDul d be reduced costs per
unit of service.
These cost reductions could be achieved through
reduction of staffing or through the use of more efficient equipment.
Productivity improvements could also lead to the provision of more or
better service, and could offset future costs by reducing the cost of
providing service.
Productivity gains by field staff can be expected for several
reasons. First, maintenance staff work out of 240 area headquarters,
which appears to be an excessive number. Second, maintenance operations do not take full advantage of current technology. Better distribution of the most efficient types of equipment would improve maintenance productivity.
Another major reason productivity gains can be expected is
that increased adherence to construction division guidelines for inspector ass i gnments and increased cons i stency in inspection methods
should lead to improved productivity and decrease the need for
inspectors.
Thus, DHT (:an take several steps to achieve more efficient
staffing of field operations.
EVALUATING THE NUMBER OF AREA HEADQUARTERS
Most routine highway maintenance is the responsibility of DHT
field staff assigned to 240 area headquarters in 224 different locati ons (Fi gure 2).
Area headquarters typi cally have facil it i es for
housing maintenance crews and equipment and for storing materials and
other supplies. There is at least one area headquarters in each of
Virginia1s 95 counties.
The 1ocat ions of area headquarters result from hi stori ca 1
factors as well as proximity to the workload. Prior to inclusion of
secondary roads in the State hi ghway system in 1932, counties were
responsible for maintaining their roads, and constructed various
facil it i es to house the crews. Many of these sites were brought into
the State system and are still in use today although newer facilities
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Reasons for not closi
headquarters frequently ci
by DHT
staff include the age of the superintendent, travel time, capital
out 1ay, and the need to have at 1east one headquarters per county,
However, DHT has also developed two workload indicators for purposes of
evaluating headquarters. Although DHT recently completed a study of
headquarters, all areas apparently have never been systematically
assessed using such indicators.
JLARC assessed all 240 areas using four criteria. First,
service area mileage guidelines from the DHT study were applied to all
areas. Second, the superi ntendent I s span of control ina 11 areas was
compared to the standard identified by DHT. A third measure, miles per
worker, was developed and applied to all areas. Finally, reduction
poss i bi lit i es were i dent i fi ed on a county-wi de bas is, us i n9 a mi 1eage
standard which accounted for differences in maintenance effort between
road systems. The JLARC analysis found that systematic application of
this measure identified 23 headquarters which could be eliminated and
20 more which could be reduced to subarea status. Additional adjustments to the mi 1eage served by headquarters were i ndi cated in ei ght
counties.
DHTfs Area Headguarters Study
Of Virginia's 95 counties, DHT examined 17 (Figure 3) which
were Hbel ieved to be the only ones in the State where areas could be
reduced in number or other adjustments made. II DHTfs analysis concluded
that reductions in only 11 counties could be made. The maintenance
engineer later stated that DHT plans to make the proposed reductions in
six of these counties as the superi ntendents retire wHhi n the next
year. Reductions in the other five counties have apparently been ruled
out.
DHT's study examined the following factors
whether reductions could be made:
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in determining

1.

The number of mi 1es an area headquarters woul d be
required to maintain. The area guideline was set
at 10 miles of interstate, 38 miles of primary, and
210 miles of secondary roads.

2.

The number of employees the superintendent would be
required to supervise. The optimal number was set
at 25.

3.

The costs of travel time from a combined or new
headquarters location compared to the costs of
travel time from the current headquarters location.

4.

The capital outlay that would be required to combine headquarters.

Figure 3

COUNTIES EXAMINED BY DHT
FOR POSSIBLE REDUCTIONS
Reduction already completed.
Reduction expected in next year.
Reduction proposed but later ruled out.
No

w

The DHT study was faulty for several reasons. First, DHT did
not evaluate all areas. Of the 240 total headquarters, only 51 were
cons i dered for poss i b1e reductions.
Second, it is not clear that
options and criteria were consistently applied when assessing areas.
For example:
The only option DHT discussed for Patrick
County was whether to close Vesta headquarters or
reduce it to a subarea. Closing Vesta was rejected
as flit is not readily accessible from any other
headquarters. "
The
Vesta
area superintendent
explained that Vesta is located on top of a mountain. Although the workload is light in the summer, snow removal is so demanding that other areas
have to assist.
The superintendent would not,
however, expect any particular problems in maintaining part of the Fairy Stone area, for example,
assuming that additional workers were assigned.
While closing Vesta may, in fact, be inappropriate,
DHT did not explain why no other headquarters in
the county were considered for closing.
Need for Subareas. A thi rd problem is that OHT recommended
reducing area headquarters to subareas in several counties, but did not
systematically consider this possibility.
As a result, potential
reductions were missed in at least three counties. A subarea differs
from an area headquarters in that a maximum of 100 miles is maintained
by a foreman and a small er number of workers. No superi ntendent or
timekeeper is assigned to a subarea. The subarea foreman reports to
the superintendent of a nearby area.
In
evaluating Bath,
Goochland,
and Lee
counties, DHT did not discuss the alternative of
reducing an area headquarters to a subarea. DHT
simplg discussed whether one or two headquarters
should be located in Bath and Goochland and whether
two or three should be in Lee. In each case, DHT
concluded that the smaller number would be inadequate. If subareas are considered, however, reductions could be made. In Lee County, a reduction of
two areas would result :in an average of 275 miles
for two areas, plus a 100 mile subarea. In Goochland, a 281 mile area and a 100 mile subarea could
result. In Bath, one an,a would have 216 miles and
a subarea would have 100 !Idles.

OHT should give additional consideration to the downgrading
of area headquarters to subarea status and consoli dat i ng staff wi th
other area headquarters. Staffi ng effi ci enci es waul d result; 1arger
crews would be available for large projects, and the property would
remain available to the department for storage purposes and future
expansion, if needed.
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Travel Time.
additional problem
it overestimates the additional travel
me costs
consolidation of areas. DHT provided for only one
iea
specific calculations of how travel time would make area canso
inefficient. In this case DHT determined the
itional
fi guri ng that a 15-man crew woul d travel an extra 25
1es
on
minutes) every working day (225 days a year). DHT's calcul
the annual cost of the additional travel time are shown in Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DHT'S CALCULATION OF THE ANNUAL COST OF
ADDITIONAL TRAVEL TIME
40 minutes
10 manhours,

or

x 15 workers

60 mi nutes

x 225 days

x $8.50

salary

$19, 25

DHT assumed in its calculations that
transferred
one area headquarters to the other, would be di
the
headquarters every day to perform maintenance
es. Assinn,n~,,+
waul d not need to be made in thi sway, however. As one res i dent engineer explained, his area superintendents plan their ma
activities to minimize unproductive time.
Work will therefore be
schedul ed on the roads the crews must travel in reach; ng the more
distant parts of the area. In some cases, workers can also report
directly to the maintenance site or the previous headquarters rather
than the new area headquarters.
Travel time is simply an unavoidable component of maintenance
work, and does not necessari ly depend on the number of mi 1es an area
must maintain. In a survey of 15 area superintendents, travel
me was
identified as a unique problem in only two of the 15 areas. One area
headquarters was located withi n a city, and the other was
from the rest of the county by a mountain range.
Capital Outlay. The DHT study considered construction costs
a major deterrent to relocating area headquarters. These costs, however, are incurred only once, while the savings of closi
an area
would be realized each year. Expanding or constructing a new faeili
is therefore typically more economical, in the long run, than
ing
an area headquarters open simply because it already exists.
According to the DHT study, the cost of expanding an existing headquarters is
$100,000, and the cost of constructing a new headHowever,
quarters
is
approximately $300,000.
would
savings which would offset these

result

Using
se estimates, it would take 2.3
to recover
cost
expanding a
ility and 6.8 years to recover construction costs
r a
new faci 1 ity.
Di scount i ng to
the present va ue
expend; tures y; e 1ds a
of 2.4
10.1 years for construction.
1i
of an area
is therefore far beyond any reasonably cal cul ated repayment
Additional revenue could
leasing or selling
made available by closing neciaqual
I n one case DHT
effectiveness seemed clear:

ected canso 1 i

on a lthough the cos t-

DHT
one of Bland
's
two area headquarters to a subarea.
DHT had also
considered
only one headquarters for the
entire county.
This consol
was rejected
because of the expense of expanding Rocky Gap
headquarters, estimated at $100,000.
DHT calculated a $75,000 net loss the first gear and $25,000
savings in each subsequent gear.
The expansion
would therefore pay for itself in savings in four
gears.

Countg Lines.
DHT has stated that assigning an area
quarters lane miles in more than one county "would complicate unreasonably the budgeting, allocation, and control of funds. II However, there
are currently several examples where these complications apparently
have been overcome.
The Oi 1vi 11 e headquarters is located in Hanover
County but maintains roads solely in Goochland County. The Zion Crossroads area headquarters maintains roads in both Fluvanna and Louisa
counties. In the Zion Crossroads case, the maintenance supervisor and
area superintendent both maintain that the only problem caused by this
arrangement is some increased paperwork. Both agreed that the advantages in terms of more uniform mileage assignments and accessibility to
roads easily compensate for the increased paperwork.

DHT could more closely adhere to its mileage standards for
area headquarters if county 1 i nes were not cons i de red abso 1ute boundaries.
Provisions for budgeting by county could be retained, as
illustrated in the existing cases of cross-county areas.
Provision
could also be made to retain an area
rs in each
but
wi th the servi ce a~'ea expanded
the county 1 i nes. Because's
county line rule contributes substantially to
vari
on i
maintai
a single area
rs, consideration shoul
to expanding
use of crossareas.
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JLARC Review of Area Headquarters
JLARC undertook an assessment of all 240 area headquarters.
System mil eage and staffi ng data were collected and reviewed us i ng
DHT IS mi 1eage and span of control standards, and a composite measure
which addressed both of these components of a superintendent's
workload.
Service Area Mileage.
The fi rst area headquarters workload
indicator evaluated by JLARC uses DHT's own service area mileage guideline of 10 interstate, 28 primary and 210 secondary miles. Taking a
statewi de average, an area headquarters currently mai ntai ns 5 i nterstate, 35 primary and 183 secondary miles. It is clear that these
numbers are somewhat misleading when the mix of system mileage maintained is considered. Only 73 of the 240 area headquarters maintain
interstate mi 1eage, whi 1e two headquarters have no primary and seven
have no secondary mileage to maintain.

Totalling these system mileages so all area headquarters
could be compared would equate a mile of interstate with a mile of
secondary.
Thi s woul d not account for the differences in the mai ntenance workload between systems. A comparison between the 10 lowestmileage area headquarters and the 10 highest-mileage headquarters
illustrates the system discrepancy (Table 3). Nine of the 10 highestmileage headquarters maintain no interstate miles; while eight of the
headquarters having no primary or no secondary mileage are listed among
the 10 lowest mileage headquarters. JLARC staff concluded that the DHT
mileage guideline could not be accurately applied to 176 of the 240
area headquarters.
A1though the DHT study used mi 1eage as a measure of the
superintendent's workload, the study did not systematically apply such
measures to all counties.
Consequently, some workload improvements
were missed. This is illustrated by the contrast between Hanover and
Caroline counties:
DHT asserts that area headquarters in Hanover
County cannot be reduced from four headquarters and
one subarea due to "the workload on the interstate
mileage and the urban nature of parts of Hanover
County." Hanover contains 31 miles of interstate,
90 miles of primary, and 635 miles of secondary
road.
JLARC's proposal involves reducing the
number of area headquarters in Hanover County to
three.
The headquarters would then average 10.3
miles of interstate, 30 miles of primary, and 212
miles of secondary road, for on average area mileage of 252 miles. These figures are practically
equal to the mileage guidelines set by DHT.

*

*

*
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Table 3
TEN LOWEST AND HIGHEST CASES OF MILES PER AREA HEADQUARTERS
Area
Headquarters
Ten Lowest
Wards Corner
Bowers Hi 11
Va. Beach Toll Plaza
Columbia Pike
Van Dorn
Elko
Dale City
Short Pump
Vesta
Ladysmith
Ten Highest
Emporia
Accomac
King and Queen
Northumberland
Brosville
Nottoway
Amelia
Westmoreland
Madison
Farmers
Source:

Residency

Interstate
Miles

Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
Fairfax
Fairfax
Sandston
Manassas
Sandston
Marti nsvi 11 e
Bowling Green

56
17

Franklin
Accomac
Saluda
Warsaw
Chatham
Amelia
Amelia
Warsaw
Culpeper
Bowling Green

19
20
5
11

Primary Secondary Total
Miles
Miles
Miles
0
3
20
42
0
50

13

0

28
0
16

55
15
12

25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25
62
52
44
39
82
39
68
159
84

77

19
23
25
53
56
67
80
83
100
105

293
282
294
303
316
305
353
327
303
382

343
344
346
347
355
387
392
395
462
466

0
0
0
0
0
0
67
0
85

JLARC Analysis of DHT Data.

Caroline County encompasses 571 miles of
state-maintained roads. This mileage is unequally
divided between the Ladysmith area, which maintains
105 miles, and the Farmers area, which maintains
466 miles. The Ladysmith area superintendent told
JLARC staff he could handle more mileage with his
current workforce.
Ladysmith already mows grass
and removes snow within the Farmers area.
A review of area staffing also revealed substantial disparity. Ladysmith employs 11 workers
for an average of 14 miles pc·~ worker, while
Farmers has 25 workers for an average of 19 miles
per worker.
The mileage and workers assigned to
these two area headquarters could be adjusted to
more evenly distribute the work.
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Span of Control.
The second area headquarters wo
indicator JLARC evaluated was DHT's own span of control c terion.
DHT's study stated that lithe ideal area would require approximately 25
employees" for one superintendent. Analysis of the filled positions in
April 1982 indicated that only six of the 240 areas met or exceeded the
goa 1 of one superi ntendent per 25 workers. On the average, an area
superintendent supervised 14 workers. The actual number of workers per
superintendent ranged from five in the Vesta area of the Martinsville
residency to 27 in the Eastville area of the Accomac residency.
rkers included all foremen, equipment operators, and maintenance helpers.
Superintendents and workers with special crews such as bridge repair
and convicts were excluded. Table 4 lists the nine lowest and eleven
highest areas in terms of the superintendent's span of control.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - LOWEST AND HIGHEST CASES OF WORKERS PER AREA SUPERINTENDENT
Area
Headquarters

Residency

Lowest
Vesta
Bartlett
Columbia Pike
Glade Hill
Lake Ridge
Pennington Gap
Chase City
Patrick Springs
Annandale

Martinsville
Suffolk
Northern Virginia
Rocky Mount
Pri nce Wi 11 i am
Jonesvi 11 e
South Hill
Martinsville
Fairfax

Highest
Zion Crossroads
Emporia
King and Queen
Fancy Gap
Madison
Temperanceville
Amelia
Westmoreland
Farmers
Accomac
Eastville

Louisa
Franklin
Saluda
Hillsville
Culpeper
Accomac
Amelia
Warsaw
Bowling Green
Accomac
Accomac

Source:

No. Worker'S Per
Superintendent

Miles
Maintained

5
6

100

7
7
8
8
8
8
8

53
271
117

23
23
23
24
24
25
25
25
25
26
27

JLARC analysis of DHT staffing data, August 1982.
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Miles Per Worker.
i
workload measure, mil as
worker, was developed by JLARC and applied to all areas. The miles per
worker measure encompasses both key factors determining an area superintendent's workload--miles to maintain as well as workers to supervise.
DHT has not established a standard for the number of miles one worker
nshould be able to maintain. Such a guide could be helpful in
ing the total number of maintenance workers needed as well as
number to assign to a particular headquarters.

Using the headquarters at the 75th percentile as the norm (19
mi 1es per worker and 16 workers per headquarters, or 304 mi 1es per
headquarters), 176 area headquarters appear to be necessary.
In determining the need for areas DHT should establish a
miles per worker standard. The standard should be used as a factor in
redistributing workload between areas.
Potential Headquarters Reductions
JLARC staff deve loped convers i on factors, based on sys tem
workload differences for five major maintenance activities, as an
example of how DHT could standardize area headquarters mileages. To
account for workload differences between interstate, primary, and
secondary roads, JLARC converted all mileage into standard or adjusted
mileage. Using conversion factors tied to the labor used for five
major maintenance activities over a four-year period, the mileage of
the DHT standard and of all counties was adjusted. The procedures for
making this adjustment are described in Exhibit 2. The DHT system
mileage ideal of 10-38-210, adjusted for differences in workload, is
18-65-210, or 293 miles per area.
System mileage within all 95 counties was then converted on
the basis of these factors. A range of ±15 percent of the 293 adjusted
mileage ideal, or 250 to 338 adjusted miles, was set as acceptable for
an area headquarters. Setting an acceptable range is preferable to
setting a specific mileage target, as it provides flexibility to accommodate differences in terrai n and other factors. Counties were then
reviewed to identify possible headquarters reductions.
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-----·---------Exhibit 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADJUSTED AREA MILEAGE
The DHT area mil eage standard i ncl udes ten mil es of i nterstate, 38 mil es of primary, and 210 mil es of secondary road. JLARC
adjusted these numbers to develop a mileage standard that reflects
actua 1 differences in ma i ntenance effort requi red for the three
systems.
To develop a mileage standard, the actual number of man
rs
worked per mile for five major maintenance activities was determi
for the four-year period FY 1979 through FY 1982. The total manhours
per mile of interstate and primary were then divided by the total
manhours per mile of secondary. This yielded factors for converting a
mi 1e of interstate and pri mary into "standardi zed ll or equi va 1ent-tosecondary units.

Act i vity
Skin patching
Premix patching
Tractor mowing
Machine ditching and
hauling spoil
Machine ditching and
1eavi ng spoil
TOTAL

Manhours Per
Mil e of
Interstate
2.89
8.09
33.25

Manhours Per
Mil e of
Primary
9.63
11.53
16.15

Manhours Per
Mil e of

.76

5.33

5.11

.05
45.04

.24
42.88

.82
25.27

Interstate Miles Conversion
Primary Miles Conversion

= ~~:~j = 1.78

= ~~:~~ = 1.69

8.
6.

4 32

or 1.8 miles

or 1.7 miles

System mil eage in each county was "standardi zed" on the bas is of
conversion factors. Applying these conversion factors to DHTls mil
standard yields an ideal of 293 adjusted miles.
Road System
Interstate
Primary
Secondary

DHT
Standard

Conversion
Factor

10
38
210
258

1.8
1.7
1.0

Adjus
Miles
18
65
2

e

es.
1

to be
or downgraded to
s
ntendents, time
rs,
and proposed di
bution of hecidqual~t

area
eli
Table 5 lists
in these locali

This analysis indi
re are 39 locali es in
23 headquarters should
clo
whi
headquarters s uld
localities, the e iminareduced to subarea status. In four of
tion of area headquarters would result in service areas that are
51i
1y above the mil
standard. This
be possible, inasmuch as
13 ocalities already have service mileages greater than the top of the
range. In eight locali es, consideration should be given to consolidating the area with an adjoining area. Although this analysis does
not specifically pinpoint which headquarters should be eliminated, it
does identify which localities should be considered for reduction
possibilities. Additional factors should be considered in determini
the specific headquarters for elimination or consolidation.
Table 6 lists the area workload measures and the reductions
that could occur from applying the measures. DHT should develop convers i on factors whi ch account
the workload vari at i on between the
interstate, primary, and secondary road systems. These factors should
be consistently applied to
service mileage of all area
to determine reduction potential. DHT should also consider closing at
least 23 area headquarters, and assess closing as many as 64 headquarters. This would result in staffing reductions of 23 to 64 superintendents. In high-growth areas, headquarters identified for closing
should be closed and the land retained to provide for possible future
expansion.
If 23-64 superintendent positions were eliminated, the
savings in salaries would range from $408,000 to $1.5 million annually,
including fringe benefits.
Reducing The Need For Timekeepers
Most timekeepers work with; n one area headquarters and are
responsible for recording labor, equipment, materials used, and work
performed on sections of road. They also receive road information and
pub 1i c comp 1ai nts by telephone. DHT employed 189 timekeepers withi n
area headquarters in April 1982.
Previous JLARC reports have recommended substantially
reducing the number of timekeepers statewide. The final report on the
Organization and Administration of DHT stated:
If [the] prac
county were u
ment
timel/
imately
to
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Tabl e 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

POTENTIAL HEADQUARTERS REDUCTIONS

County
Albemarle
Alleghany
Amherst
Bath
Bland
Botetourt
Buchanan
Buckingham
Campbell
Charles City
Chesapeake"''''''''''
Chesterfield
Cumberland
Dinwiddie
Fairfax
Floyd
Frederick
Giles
Goochland
Grayson
Greene
Hanover
Henrico
Highland
Isle of Wight
James City
Lee
Loudoun
Mathews
Middlesex
Montgomery
Norfolk"''''''''''
Page
Patrick
Prince George
Pri nee Wi 11 i am
Roanoke
Rockbri dge
Russell
Scott
Smyth
Stafford
Tazewell
Va. Beach"''''''''''
Wi se
Wythe
York
TOTALS

CURRENT
Average
Adjusted
Areas
Mileage
5
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
4
1
1
5
2
3
10
3
3
2
2
4
1
5
2
2
3
2
4
4
1
1
3
1
2
4
2
5
3
4
3
4
4
2
3
1
3
3
1
136

202
232
242
184
188
244
191
241
204
203
41
226
189
238
229
237
239
227
227
209
218
169
130
168
208
208
181
226
194
226
200
35
196
199
205
163
226
226
248
215
162
233
226
43
183
219
204

PROPOSED
Areas/Subareas"

Average
Adjusted
Mileage

253
4
364/100"''''
1/1
314/100
2/1
269/100
1/1
1/1
276/100
2/1
316/100
287
2
312/100
2/1
271
3
Consolidation potential"'''''''
Consolidation potential"'''''''
4
282
1/1
278/100
2/1
308/100
286
8
2/1
306/100
2/1
309/100
1/1
354/100"''''
1/1
354/100"''''
279
3
Consolidation potential"'''''''
281
3
260
1
236/100
1/1
312
2
317/100
1/1
241
3
301
3
Consolidation potential""''''
Consolidation potential"'''''''
300
2
Consolidation potential"'''''''
1/1
2911100
265
3
310/100
1/1
271
3
289/100
2/1
302
3
322/100
2/1
286
3
274/100
2/1
366/100"''''
1/1
2/1
289/100
Consolidation potential"'''''''
274
2
328
2
Consolidation potential"'''''''
93 areas,
21 subareas

*Subareas are assigned 100 adjusted miles in this analysis.
"'*Consideration should be given to exceeding the 293 mile standard in
this county.
"'**Consideration should be given to consolidating one or more areas in
this locality with areas in adjoining localities.
****A city wherein an area headquarters is located.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - POTENTIAL HEADQUARTERS REDUCTIONS
BASED ON WORKLOAD MEASURES
Potential Headquarters
Elimination
Span of Control
Miles per Worker
Standardized or Adjusted Mileage

24
64

23 + 21 downgraded
to subareas
Range:

Source:

23 - 64

JLARC

Timekeepers' Duties.
Timekeepers assigned to single area
headquarters now frequently perform tasks outside of their job description to keep busy. During field visits to area headquarters, JLARC
staff learned that timekeepers actually perform a wide variety of tasks
across the State. These tasks include mowing the headquarters lawn,
repairing equipment, loading trucks and assisting crew with road work.
One resi,ient engineer stated that the timekeeper's assigned duties requires a maximum of two
hours of work a day.

*

*

*

An
area
superintendent
asserted
that
collecting al
the information necessary for
reporting to the residency and central office took
no more than 15 minutes each day.

The number of timekeepers caul d be reduced further through
consolidation at residency headquarters.
It appears that the timekeepers' function as currently assigned is not always a full-time job. JLARC staff surveyed 15 area
superintendents and 12 resident maintenance supervisors concerning the
duties performed by their timekeepers. When the areas which have moved
their timekeepers into the residency office are excluded, nine of 12
area superintendents and seven of ten resident maintenance supervisors
stated that their timekeepers perform duties other than "keeping records, fi 11 i ng out reports, answeri ng the telephone and taki ng road
information and requests." The additional duties performed included a
variety of tasks such as issuing gasoline, substituting for the mechanic, cleaning around the lot, mowing grass, assisting crews with road
work and snow removal, operating loaders, getting deer out of the road,
counting traffic, and running errands.
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were chosen because more money and mor'e man-hours are s
t
than on other routine maintenance activities (Table 7). Wh le
se six
activities represent a significant portion of the routine workload of
area headquarters, they accounted for only 27 pe(cent of all 0 i
maintenance expenditures not devoted to snow and ice control during the
1978-80 bi enni um. Therefore, s i gnifi cant addit i ana 1 economi es may be
identified if more activities are reviewed.
Maintenance data for FY 1979 and FY 1980 was used to evaluate
the productivity of DHT residencies for each of the six selected activit i es.
Thi'ee measures of product i vity were used: expendi tures, manhours, and equipment-hours per unit of quantity produced. High, medium, and low productivity performance by the residencies were identified for each activity. A residency was rated either high or low in
productivity for any activity if the quantity of work accomplished was
two standard errors above or below the mean on all three productivity
measures for at least three of the six activities.
All 45 res i denci es were then strat ifi ed into three groups:
medium,
and low productivity. Residencies stratified as high or
high,
low in productivity were high or low on all three productivity measures
for at least three of the six activities reviewed. All other residencies were stratified as medium in productivity. Further description of
the stratification procedures is contained in the technical appendix.
According to the analysis, there were four high productivi
residencies, 34 medium productivity residencies and seven low productivity residencies in the State. The residencies and their productivity levels are shown in Figure 4.
JLARC staff selected 12 residencies for site visitation and
review. All four· high productivity residencies were selected. The
four medium productivity res·idencies were chosen by a random sampling
procedure as were four of the seven low productivity residencies.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Tab 1e 7 - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - MAN-HOURS AND COSTS OF ACTIVITIES SELECTED FOR REVIEW
(1978-80 biennium)
Activity
Spot sealing and skin patching
Premix patching
Tractor mowing
Hand cleaning ditches
Brush cutting
Machine ditching and hauling spoil

Source:

Total Man-Hours

Total Cost

880,957
734,876
711,975
691,103
690,164
543,997

$13,613,149
10,786,105
6,963,712
2,350,565
3,098,737
5,680,315

4,253,072

$42,492,583

Maintenance Division performance reports, 1979 and 1980.

Figure 4

RESIDENCY PRODUCTIVITY IN VIRGINIA
FOR SIX ORDINARY MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
FY 1978-80
High Productivity
Medium Productivity
Low

Residencies visited by 'LA RC

N
(Xl

JLARC staff then visited these twelve residencies in 0
r to i
factors which might cause variations in performance on the selected
activities. The maintenance supervisor and the area superintendents in
the residencies were interviewed and maintenance crews were obse
Skin Patching. Skin patching involves placing a light
lication of emulsified asphalt on a road surface and covering it with
stone. The purpose of this activity is to seal cracks in order to
prevent moi sture from weakeni ng the pavement. A JLARC staff Y'evi ev"
indicated that the key factors in explaining residency productivity
r
this activity appear to be the size of the crews and the
ipment used to apply the material.

For skin patching, productivity economies of between 70 and
88 FTE positions could be realized if medium and low productivity
residencies achieved the level of performance of residencies representative of high productivity levels in the 1978-80 biennium, assuming
that quantities achieved remained constant. At the level of the upper
bound of the high productivity residencies ("in this case the second
highest productivity l'esidency), for example, the low productivity
residencies would need 82,900 fewer man-hours per year (45 FTEls) over
the biennium to achieve the same quantity, and the medium productivity
residencies would need 79,300 fewer man-hours per year (43 FTEls). The
DHT Manpower Advisory Group has determined that the average department
employee works 1,832 man-hours a year. Using this figure, the low and
medium productivity residencies could achieve staffing economies of up
to 88 positions. At the bottom bound of the highest productivity
residencies (the ninth highest residency in productivity for this
activity), the low and medium productivity residencies could achieve
staffing economies of up to 70 positions. A reduction of 70 to 88
equipment operator positions could save $728,000 to $1.2 million annually in salaries and fringe benefits.
The equipment used for skin patching has a significant bearing on productivity. Equipment inventories for June 30, 1982 showed
that DHT had 256 tar kettles with capacities of 500 gallons or less,
101 pull-type distributors with GOO-gallon capacities, and 40 truckmounted units with 800- to I,OOO-gallon capacities. Maintenance areas
are not charged rental fees when they use the older, 1ower-capaci ty taY'
kettles. For this reason, many superintendents visited in the field
stated that the smaller tar kettles were cost-effective.
However, greater productivity could be obtained if Y'esidencies used large-capacity distributors with spray bars instead of small
tar kettles. Tailgate spreaders could also aid productivity for skin
patching. Examples of how these two types of equipment could improve
the productivity of skin patching follow:
Culpeper superintendents use the distributor
for virtually all the patching they do. The residency's performance was high on all three productivity measures. On labor productivity, the residency's rate for FY 1979 and 1980 averaged .80

per
the
the
JLARC
€I and se<;orJlet-,nl<melst
The
eS.2etEmc'y's labor
rate in FY 1982 was
also outs~~~,y~.,,~ at .77 man-hours per
unit.

man-hours

* * ""
Superintendents in Wise stated that they moved
from hand spraying to spray bars about three years
ago. For FY 1979, Wise's labor productivity rate
was 2.67 man-hours per quanti ty uni t; by FY 1982,
it was 2.25 man-hours per quanti
unit.

* "" *
Bedford had one of the lowest labor productivity rates in the state for skin patching from
1978 to 1980, 4.08 man-hours per quantity unit.
The Bedford maintenance supervisor said that within
the last three years, the residency acquired a
distributor and a tailgate spreader.
The labor
productivity rate improved to 2.89 man-hours per
quanti ty uni t in fiscal year 1982.

Lack of proper equi pment can hurt patchi ng product i vi ty, as
shown in this case:
In Bowling Green, the only distributor in the
The residency
had not been doing particularly well in skin patching during FY 1979 and FY 1980, with an average
labor productivity rate of 3.74, and the fact that
the distributor was not used to the utilization
standards may be part of the explanation. However,
once the distributor was taken away, labor productivity predictably declined to 5.05 in 1982.
residency was taken away in FY 1982.

The size of skin patching crews also appears to affect productivity. All of the residencies JLARC surveyed indicated that large
crews with distributors tend to be most efficient. The range that
supervisors and superintendents stated was most efficient was from six
to 13 workers. Maintenance personnel in two low productivity residencies visited, however, stated their areas did not have the manpower to
staff most efficiently for patching operations with distributors. This
did not seem to be a problem in the high productivity residencies
visited. In Culpeper, for example, the areas of the residency shared
workers so that large 13-member patching crews could be put together.
Culpeper residency personnel argued that crews of this size using
distributors were very productive.
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Premix Patching.

road
co 1d or
such as
one inch in depth.
caul d affect
premi x has to
assigned, and the

devoted
measures

surface with commercial or Sh()l"-llr,~n;.r'>fi
hot. The purpose of this activ
potholes and depressions
are
JLARC field investigation
patching productivity, includi
be hauled to the job site, the
availability of rollers and pavers

For premix patching,
of between 69 and 118
HE positions could be realized
productivity residencies achieved the level of pe
and sixth highest
productivity residencies (the next-to-the-hi
st and the lowest of the
high productivity residencies, re
ively in FY 1978-80, assuming
that quantities achieved remai
constant. At these higher productivity levels, the low and medium productivi
residencies would need
between 126,700 and 217,400 fewer man-hours per year over the biennium
to achieve the same quantity. Salary and fringe benefit savings could
total in $718,000 to $1.7 million annually.
Greater productivity could
sent out their trucks to get premix
enough to make it available for
arrived on the job site. The two
problem:

be achieved, for example, if areas
material from
t plants early
patchi
crews shortly after they
followi
examples illustrate the

In one residency with low productivity for
premix patching, the maintenance personnel noted
that they faced a problem because trucks are loaded
at the asphalt plant on a firs
first-serve
basis.
Truck drivers in the residency did not
leave for the
t plant until after the work
day began, at 8:00. JLARC staff observed a premix
patching
in one of the areas of the
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:30
res
Four crew members waited
the truck. with the
to arrive. Maintenance
said that it would not be unusual for
their trucks to return as late as 10:30.

*

*

*

The crews of another low
residencyan premix pa
travel a long distance to
up premix.
The maintenance supervisor said
that his truck drivers would leave at seven in the
morning to
up the material, and would not get
back to an area until ten. The supervisor stated
that this situation reduced the productivity of his
crews.

In both of these cases, p
vity could be improved if the
truck operators picked up the premix material earlier in the day.
It appears that the size of the crews assigned to premix
patching also affects productivity. While small crews may be efficient
for minor patching repairs, the experience of the high productivity
Culpeper residency indicates that la
crews are efficient for most
work. Culpeper accomplishes its premix patching work with only 59% of
the statewide average number of man-hours peI' quantity unit.
The
superintendents typically assign nine to twelve operators for the work_
The residency also runs a large hot mix specialty crew in each area for
one entire week.
Other residencies visited by JLARC staff did not
typically assign crews of this size.
F-j na lly, in many of the res i denci es su
, the areas had
trouble getting rollers or pavers when needed for premix patching. The
operators therefore had to use motorgraders.
The evi dence sugg,ests
that residencies obtain higher productivi
with rollers than
th
motorgraders, and produce at even higher levels with pavers rather than
with rollers.
Two low productivi
residencies used moto raders
frequently for premix patching:

area superIn one low
intendents
because there
was only one roller in the res
said
that time was wasted when motorgraders had to be
used.

*
In another
over pavers for
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In a medium
maintenance
had
improved productivi
after
a program in
which they rent a paver from a
construction
firm.
The
stated that the paver was
cost-effective and increased
He also
said there was little
with broken-down time
because it was easy for the
concern to get
parts. The
in the
originally did not like
the paver because its
use "i'equired more planning." However, the supervisor said that when the superintendents saw the
results (improved work qual
and quanti
,they
all agreed the program should be

*

*

*

Superintendents
in the
ty
Culpeper residency said they trg to use a districtwide paver as much as possible. They claimed that
the paver is "quicker, If produces "a better end
product, and requires fewer
e to perform the
activity.
If

In the 1978-80 biennium,
residency with the highest
productivity on the man-hour measure
r
x patching achieved more
than 16 times the production per hour of I abor of the res i dency with
the lowest productivity. The range in productivity across the State
for premi x patchi ng was from 0.7 to 11.5 man-hours per ton. In that
biennium, 734,876 man-hours were used statewide to put down 299,331
tons of material, or an average of 2.5 man-hours per quantity unit.
For premix patching, six residencies were high in productivity and eight residencies were low in productivity on the expenditure,
labor, and equipment use measures.
residencies which were high on
all three measures produced 27% of statewide premix patching production
with 17% of the man-hours, whil e the res i denci es low on a 11 three
measures achieved only 16% of production wi
26% of the man-hours.
Machine Ditching. JLARC staff assessed productivity levels
for machi ne ditchi ng and
1i ng spoi l. Thi s activity i nvo 1ves the
s. Debris or spoil is loaded
cleaning and reshaping of roadside di
job site.
purpose of this
onto trucks and haul ed away from
activity is to maintain ditches which are adequate to handle flows of
water during rainy periods.

For machi ne di hi
and haul i
between 19 and 42 posi ons could be ac i
tivity residencies i
upon the

spoil, staffi
economies of
if medium and low producivi
levels achieved in
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the 1978-80 biennium, assuming that quantities remai
constant. The
resulting position reductions could result in $198,000 to $597,000
th the
annual savings in salaries and fringe benefits. The residency
highest productivity on this activity achieved almost five times the
production of the residency lowest in productivity. The range in
productivity across the state for machine ditching was from 10.9 to
51.3 man-hours per ton. In the 1978-80 biennium, 543,977 man-hours
were used statewide to clean and reshape 26,471 miles of ditches, or an
average of 20.6 man-hours per quantity unit.
FOI~ this activity,
thirteen residencies in the State were
high in pl~oductivity, 15 residencies were medium in productivity, and
17 residencies were low in productivity on all three resource measures.
The residencies rated high on all three measures achieved 43~6 of the
statewide machine ditching production with 33% of the total man-hours
devoted to the activity, while the residencies rated low on all three
measures achieved only 24% of production with 33% of the man-hours.
Field investigation indicated that productivity could be increased
statewide for machine ditching and hauling spoil if large crews,
county- or residency-wide specialized ditching crews, and paddle pans
wel~e used more.

In three of the residencies visited, maintenance supervisors
and superi ntendents stated that they had very effi ci ent machi ne di tchi ng programs.
Superintendents in Culpeper stated that their
ditching program was successful because they assigned large crews to ditching jobs.
A typical
ditching crew in the residency would be composed of
12 workers plus two individuals to clean out pipe.
The reason that such a large operation works well,
the superintendents indicated, is because they use
a large number of trucks to pick up the spoil from
an Athey loader. The Athey loader scoops spoil off
the road on to a conveyor belt, which elevates the
spoil so it can be dumped onto the back of trucks.
Usually the Culpeper superintendents have five
trucks to pick up the spoil so tile Athey loader can
be kept running.
The residency could staff and equip such a
large operation because they had assembled a
residency-wide ditching crew to perform the ditching in prime ditching months. All superintendents
cooperated in providing staff and equipment for the
operation when needed.

*

*

*

In Edinburg, the maintenance supervisor said
that they had a "good ditching program,
and an
important part of the reason in his
on was
,'J
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Sixty-six percent of all
machine-ditched spoil in Virginia was hauled during the 1978-80
biennium, and there was a fairly
de variation in the proportion of
spoil that was hauled in res dencies of si lar terrain and population
dens; es.
I
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ciency
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i were hauled, since maintenance data indicates
that a mile
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The JLARC Needs report stated that the cost of machine ditching could be reduce~many cases through the use of rotary ditchers.
A rotary ditcher eliminates
need for hauli
i1. Instead,
mateY'ial is thrown back onto
, or into woods and f elds. Although
rotary ditchers cannot be used in areas whi
are densely populated or
re
soil is rocky,
have more application than at present:
The Bowl
Green maintenance supervisor, for
example, said that he was trying to negotiate a
trade with the DHT Equipment Division -- one of his
two Athey loaders for a
ditcher. The supervisor stated that 50% of the spoil in
residency
would not have to be hauled if the residency had a
ditcher.
To get a
ditcher, the
was will
to
up an
loader,
even though that loss may place his residency in a
bind if the remaining loader breaks down.
The
increased efficiency of a rotary ditcher is, in the
supervisor's opinion, a benefit that outweighs the
risk.
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for the maintenance division to design experiments to test the
productivity of various techniques, and to make recommendations to the
field based on the findings.
The DHT maintenance division has a management system which
generates the data upon whi ch a methods improvement program coul d be
based. Information from the field on quantities of work accomplished
and man-hours and dollars expended are printed out monthly. However,
several factors seem to prevent an effective review of productivity by
the division. First, the computer program on maintenance performance
is designed to merely report the data -- it does not sort out high or
low performances, or compare the productivity of areas, counties, and
residencies.
Second, maintenance division personnel devote limited
time to assessing reasons for productivity variations.
A third factor is that division personnel have limited motivation to review productivity, both because their primary concern is
with the total maintenance budget and because they believe that uncontrollable problems such as weather or traffic conditions are the principal cause of productivity differences. A fourth factor is that
division personnel use labor rate and cost performance standards
(man-hours and dollar per quantity) to determine if district and county
productivity levels are satisfactory or unsatisfactory, but they do not
attempt to evaluate what the best achievable productivity levels would
be for field units. Finally, productivity standards are in many cases
not set high enough to call attention to performance which needs to be
improved.
For example, the labor productivity standard for premix
patching is 6.0 man-hours per ton on interstate roads, 4.0 man-hours
per ton on primary roads, and from 3.5 to 5.0 man-hours per ton on
secondary roads. However, the statewide average for premix patching on
all roads over the 1978-80 biennium was only 2.5 man-hours per ton.
A review of productivity by the DHT maintenance division
could include an assessment of a number of factors which appear associated with improved productivity. As discussed previously, the type of
equipment used for patching and ditching is a key factor in productivity. By considering the productivity of various crew sizes, and by
ensuring a better distribution of the most productive types of equipment, the methods improvement program could improve productivity. In
addition, several other factors were identified by JLARC staff and
should be assessed in the methods improvement program.
Planning and Scheduling.
To ensure greatest productivity,
superintendents must plan for full utilization of the crews and anticipate contingencies that may require plans for alternate work. The
JLARC report on Highway Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in
Virginia concluded from interviews with maintenance division personne
and resident engineers that much improvement was II needed in the ability
of area superintendents to plan and schedule activities for their
crews. II

is
reaffi rmed the need for detailed
Fi e dwork for
tten planni
supe ntendents and the need for communi cat i ng
se plans to foremen if
ivity is to be improved.
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One barrier to the
ementation of
or
;;)I-',,,,,,",a ... ty crews like the ditching
in Culpeper is the desire of area superto avoid extensive interarea plalli,ing.

*

*

*

In one low productivity residency, the foreman
out with a patching crew was uncertain which areas
the superintendent wanted patched. Areas needing
patching had not been identified.

On the other hand, in the high productivity residencies JLARC
visited, the superintendents! planning was fairly well developed.
These residencies generally spent less crew time responding to complaints which could disrupt planned work.
For example, in one high
productivity residency, the maintenance supervisor required that his
superi ntendents submi t thei 1" weekly work plans and notify hi m of any
changes. The supervisor kept this information on file. He stated that
thi 5 process ai ded work performance in the res i dency. The supervi SOl"
also kept all public complaints which were received in the area to help
him monitor the disruption of work plans.
The methods improvement
program should foster the use of detailed planning by superintendents.
A key work planning factor which should be addressed by the
methods improvement program is the present method of budgeting for snow
remova 1. Snow removal is budgeted on the bas is of a three-year average, although this average has not always provided a reliable guide to
snow removal costs.
Because it is difficult to know how much snow
removal will be required, it is difficult for maintenance personnel to
judge for many months of the fiscal year how much should be spent on
other activities.
In an effort to cope with thi s uncertai nty, and out of a
concern with keeping budgets balanced, residencies plan to spend by
December' 1 of each year 10% less than a straight-dollar trend of their
budget would indicate.
This practice, however, does not solve the
problem that budgeting snow removal as ordinary maintenance poses for
making rational workload or manpower utilization decisions. Two examples follow.
In Bowling Green, the maintenance supervisor
said that July, August, and September were ideal
months to do machine ditching. However, machine
ditching is an expensive activity.
The residency
therefore does less ditching than would be maximal
productive in order to keep costs down in case
of a bad winter.

*
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vity residency, a superintendent stated that
r absences were not a disruption in the residency. The reason, he said, was
that it was easy to arrange to borrow men to make up for absent
rs
or to staff large crews. The superintendent stated that he was borrowing or lending workers IIjust about every day.1I By contT~ast, s
intendents in the four low productivity residencies stated that unexpected worker absences were ei ther the fi rst or second greatest di s
ruption of their work plans. However, these superintendents said that
they rarely shared workers with other areas. The methods improvement
program shoul d promote increased exchange of workers between areas
where productivity can be improved.
Concerning availability of foremen, there is considerable
vari at i on across the State in the number of foremen in area headquarters. Some areas lack a full-time foreman. DHT should review its
foremen staffing statewide in order to ensure that foremen are available to supervise more complicated operations and activities where
supervision is critical to obtaining high productivity.
DHT should
a 1so revi ew whether crews are, as many superi ntendents argued, 1ess
productive when they are supervised by IIworking ll foremen.
A methods improvement program for maintenance sho ld be
established. The maintenance division should devise a computer program
whi ch wi 11 sort out hi gh and low productivity performances at area,
county, and residency levels. Reasons for particularly lo'w and high
performances should be investigated. The division should assess field
techniques and promote the transfer of technologies and methods which
seem most productive. Finally, the division should evaluate what the
best achievable productivity levels are for field units. Productivity
standards shoul d be set at hi gh 1eve 1s to ca 11 attention to performances which need to be improved.
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR STAFFING
Construction inspectors perform a quality control
ion,
inspecting and testing contractor-supplied work and materials on highway construction and major mai ntenance projects. Inspectors and project engi neers, who supervi se several inspectors and often several
projects, are assigned to specific residencies, although
are
subject to temporary assignments in other locations.
The number of constructi on inspectors has decreased
36
percent, or 333 positions, since 1979.
This staffing decline has
accompanied a 46 percent decrease in the current value of construction
projects under way.
In the second quarter of 1982, the number of
inspectors averaged 603 while the value of construction p
ects under
way averaged $384,600,000.
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R INSPECTOR

INFLATION-ADJUSTED PROJECT VALUE
Number of
Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

~ectors

1,030
1,062
1,052
864
772
869
897
936
846
696

Adjusted
Value Per Ins
Thousands

Adjusted Balance
Underway
r Inspector**
Thous
$522.0
517.8
.6
584.5
578.0
490.4

$500.0
478.8
443.3
662.3
615.8
425.9
395.3
357.5
336.6
284.1

.5

470.4
399.6
340.2

*Adjustment was based on DHT Construction Cost Index, 1972 base year.
**DHT-supplied balance underway and inspector staffing figures for June
of each year were used.
Source:

JLARC calculations bas
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Personnel Division data.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exhibit 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - The adjusted total value of projects underway in the third
quarter of 1982 was $166,900,000. Dividing $166,900,000 by the average
ratio of project value (also in 1972 dollars) assigned in 1976-1978
yields a need for 348 inspectors.

Year

Adjusted Value
Per Inspector

1976
1977
1978

$615,800
425,900
395,300
$1,437,000

TOTAL
Three Year Average:

$1,437,000 = $479,000
3

$166,900,000 total project value for 1982
$479,000 value per inspector average

= 348 inspectors

DHT actually ass i gned an average of 605 inspectors to construct i on projects in the thi rd quarter of 1982. Thus 605 mi nus the
348 needed equals 257 excess inspectors. If a reduction of 257 inspector positions could be achieved, between $3.8 and $5.2 million could be
saved annually in salaries and fringe benefits.

require a traffic control plan and a designated safety officer for each
project.
On larger projects the safety officer) s duties can be a
full-time job for one inspector. JLARC staffing projections are based
on years (1976, 1977, 1978) which include these added requirements.
Erosion control requirements were implemented in 1974 by the
FHWA.
Inspectors determine contractor compliance with the erosion
control plan on each project. Typically, this requires inspecting
siltation fences and the placement and condition of straw bales used to
control erosion. According to FWHA personnel, a typical project may
require eight man-hours per month for erosion control duties.
Using data on the balance of construction underway, which has
been suggested by the department as a more real i st i c measure of i nspector workload than project value, also indicates a surplus of construction inspectors (Table 9). The balance of construction underway
is based on a 20-month period which is the average time from the day a
contract is awarded to the date of final acceptance. Although a
20-month period may be typical of the duration of a construction project, many projects do not continuously require a full complement of
inspectors. Fewer inspectors are typi ca lly ass i gned to a project at
its beginning and end.
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Table 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BALANCE UNDERWAY AND INSPECTOR STAFFING
ance Underway
in
llions
(Adjusted to 1972)

Inspectors

$548.05

-

June
J

- - -

....

.90
537.85
616.10
540.40
505.05
460.20
446.20
430.45
426.15
404.50
458.85
432.15
440.35
368.35
338.10
280.35
236. 75
202.90
194.20
- - - - -- - - 220.85**
234.95**
300.10**
325. 70**
355.85**
364.20**
329.20**
311. 75**
316. 70**
320.10**

-

Balance Underway
Per Inspector

1,050
978
1,063
1,033
1,074
1,029
876
834
776
775
873
883
899
909
943
928
860
815
733
666
598

$521,952
540,184
517 ,310
520,668
573,650
525,170
576,541
551,799
575,000
555,419
488,144
458,097
510,400
475,413
466,967
396,929
393,140
343,988
322,988
304,655
324,749
- - - - - - - - 697-800***
697-800***
697-800***

Inspectors*
Needed

370
- - - - 421**
448**
572**
621**
678**
694**
628**
594**
604**
610**

1976, June 1977, and June 1978 ratio of balance underway
average.

in its Short-Range Approach to Manpower.
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Improving Inspector Utilization
Inspectors perform a variety
duties intended to ensure
that contractors perform up to
standards. Some recent actions
have been taker. to improve inspector productivity. A pane 1 of DHT
staff recently reviewed some of these duties and recommended efficiencies, primarily in the form of reduced record-keeping. The department
also has implemented a quality assurance program for manufacturers of
materials used on highway construction
will reduce the need for
materials technicians.
Several actions that would improve productivity remain to be
taken. The phase inspection process should be formalized. A manpower
system to 1ink project characteristics with staffing should be
developed.
Phase Inspection. Construction projects are inspected using
the phase inspection process.
According to the department's 1980
management consultant:

The objective of phase inspection is to maintain a level
of inspection in keepi ng with the s i gnifi cance of the
items bei ng inspected and the ri s k of failure. Under
phase inspection, the contractor I s work is inspected
intermittently at key points in the work rather than on
a full-time basis.
The consultant also noted that:
There are no written instructions or guidelines available for phase inspection .... The lack of standard instructions or guidelines results in variations among
districts and residencies in its application.
The
potential for even greater savings exists if it were
used more uniformly in all districts.
DHT's construction division administrator told JLARC staff
that phase inspection is "a philosophy rather than a set of rules."
However, until guidelines for phase inspection are formalized and
written down, there is a clear possibili
that the practice of phase
inspection will not be fully unders
or consistent y implemented.
ng repl ies when project
For example, JLARC staff received the fol
inspectors and construction
nistrators were asked to discuss phase
inspection:
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Concerning one construction project, an assistant district engineer indicated that the inspectors were receiving outstanding cooperation from a
"respected" contractor on the project.
Nonetheless, the engineer explained that the chief inspector felt he needed a large crew of inspectors
because he was a "very cautious" inspector who
liked to have as much of the construction observed
as possible.
For this chief inspector, phase
inspecti.on meant to prioritize points of inspection
when necessary, but to observe everything if
possible.

***

A department engineer noted that he k~ew that
"many times" inspectors were assigned to inspect
bridge construction without any training or experience in bridge work. He questioned how they would
be
able
to
identi fy
critical
phases
of
construction.

***
According to another DHT engineer, construction inspectors are as rigorous and thorough as
inspectors ot nuclear power plants.

The construction division should develop written guidelines
for phase inspection of projects. The guidelines should identify which
project phases are llcritical" and which are not.
Training in the
guidelines should be provided to inspectors. A staffing plan should be
prepared for each project on the basis of the phase inspection guidelines. The plan should link the need for inspectors to project phases,
ensuring that an adequate number of inspectors will be available during
each critical project phase and showing how inspectors will be assigned
during non-critical phases.
Record-Keeping. An internal DHT task force reviewed policies
and procedures i nvo 1vi ng documentation on construction projects. The
task force made twelve recommendations that would reduce documentation
requi rements, and thus reduce the time inspectors spend keep; ng records. For example:
Specifications currently provide for topsoil
to be paid for by the acre, seeding (regular and
overseeding) by the pound, fertilizer and lime by
the ton, and mulch to be included in the cost of
seeding.
According to the findings of the task
group, it appears that the major objection of the
field personnel
involves
the measurement and
record-keeping with respect to topsoiling.
On
larger projects, the measuring of topsoiled areas
takes as much as two weeks and the computations and
sketch book work another one to two weeks.
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The task group recommended that topsoil inspection be set up on a plan quantity basis. This
would eliminate the need for measuring the areas,
computing, and showing the data in the sketch
books.
Under the plan quantity concept, there
would still be a unit price bid so that additions
or deletions could be handled.

This recommendation will soon be implemented, and should reduce the
workload of inspectors.
Qualitg Assurance Program. The work performed by as many as
65 materials technicians could be eliminated, and an annual savings of
$809,000 to $1.1 million in salaries and benefits could be achieved, if
the department's new quality assurance program for materials were
expanded.
This program would eliminate the practice of assigning
technicians to inspect construction materials, such as bituminous
concretes and aggregates, at the poi nt of manufacture. Under the
program, manufacturers may certify to the department that their materials meet DHT specifications. Participation in this program is voluntary for manufacturers. To date, 46 of 150, or 31%, of all bituminous
concrete and aggregate plants have agreed to certify thei r materi a1s.
As more plants come under this program, DHT staffing efficiencies
should be achieved. The materials will continue to be inspected when
delivered to the project, thus ensuring that materials meet
specifications.
Improving Inspector Planning. Implementing these recommendations will reduce the time required of inspectors on projects. However, there is currently no systematic means of adjusting project
staffing to accommodate such workload reductions.

The 1980 report of DHT' s management consultant concluded
that, for inspectors:
Staffing estimates or the level of staffing
cannot be effectively revi ewed by anyone not thoroughly familiar with the projects to be built.
Staffi ng standards related to the project characteristics would correct these deficiencies.
The Florida Department of Transportation has developed staffing standards for inspectors which link inspecl:.or time to the items
specified in the project contract. An example is shown in Exhibit 4.
Such standards could be readi ly adjusted
reflect such workload
reductions as recommended by the record-keeping task force, or reductions that result from
quality assurance. program. This would
improve DHTls ability to adjust the size of the inspector workforce.
The construction division should establish a method of
casting inspection needs based on project characteristics.

re-

4

Exhibit 4
Florida1s Construction Inspector Standards
For Inspection of
Earthwork Excavation or Embankments
To inspect 10,000 cubic yards requires 20 inspector hours
If under traffic add 5 inspector hours
If urban project add 20 inspector hours
Source:

Florida DOT Construction Management System, Users Manual.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Productivity has slipped in several of DHTls field operations. A number of steps should be taken to improve productivity,
ranging from a reduction in the number of area headquarters to improved
standards for cons truct ion inspectors. Staffi ng effi ci enci es shoul d
result. Potential staff economies identified in this chapter are shown
in Table 10.
Recommendation (1). The number of area headquarters shoul d
be evaluated on the basis of a guideline which considers a number of
workload indicators. Areas should be evaluated for compliance with
this guideline. This systematic assessment should reduce the number of
area headquarters by either consolidating areas or downgrading them to
sub-area status. In high-growth areas, headquarters should be considered for closing or downgrading and the property retained for future
expansion.
DHT should expand the practice of allowing area headquarters to maintain roads in more than one county. In addition, areas
should be reviewed for possible consolidation with other areas in
adjoining counties.
Recommendation (2).
The number of timekeepers shaul d be
adjusted by centralizing them within residencies. Reductions should be
patterned after residencies which have already implemented such
centralization.

Recommendation (3). DHT should ensure that residencies have
access to the most productive types of equipment for ordinary maintenance. Large capacity distributors, tailgate spreaders, pavers, and
rotary di tchers shoul d be access i b1e when needed. The feas i bil ity of
using self-propelled scrapers to a greater extent statewide should be
evaluated.
Recommendation (4).
DHT should implement a maintenance
methods improvement program. The maintenance division should devise a
computer program for their management system which will sort out high
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Timekeepers
Area Superintendents
Maintenance Workers
Construction Inspectors
Materials
hnicians
Source:

87-114
23-64
158-248
228-257
65
561-748

JLARC analysis.

and low productivity performances at area, county, and res i dency 1eve1s. Reasons for part i cul arly low and hi gh performances shoul d be
investigated. The division should also evaluate what the best achievable productivity levels are for field units. Productivity standards
shoul d be set at hi gh 1eve 1s to call attention to performances whi ch
need to be improved. The division should assess field techniques and
methods which seem most propromote the transfer of technologies
ductive. Specific consideration should be given to work planning and
scheduling methods, parts availability, and other factors which appear
related to productivity, including complaint-handling techniques,
inter-residency exchanges of crew members, and the availabil ity of
foremen.
Recommendation (5). A productivity standard should be estab1i shed for construction inspectors. The standard shoul d be used in
assessing inspector needs, and should encourage high productivity.
Recommendation (6). The construction division should develop
written guidelines for phase inspection of projects, identifying the
project phases which are "critical." A staffing plan should be prepared for each project, based on the phase inspection guidelines. The
plan should link the need for inspectors to the project phase, ensuring
that an adequate number of inspectors will be available during each
phase and showing how inspectors will be assigned during non-critical
phases.
Recommendation (7). The construction division should establish a method of forecasting inspector needs based on project characteristics for use in the Human Resource Planning System.
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III. CENTRAL OFFICE STAFFING

Assessing the staffing environment of the central office is
an important element in understanding the department1s manpower process
and plans.
Two recent studi es have found that the bas i c decentra 1 i zed
structure of DHT is fundamentally sound and reflects the principal
functions of highway maintenance and construction. A management consultant retained by DHT in 1980 found that the central office provided
overall direction, control, and coordination for the department.
A
1981 JLARC study of DHrs organization also concluded that, although
changes were needed, the structure was fundamentally sound.
While it did not question the overall structure of the department, the 1982 General Assembly expressed interest in reducing
central office employment over the biennium. The Appropriations Act
limited to 1,312 the number of positions available to the central
offi ce for both years of the bi enni urn.
The Act also requi red the
department to report on the feas i bi 1i ty of further reduci ng central
office staffing to 900 full-time equivalent positions over the 1982-84
biennium.
Due to the Act IS specifi c focus on staffi ng of the DHT
centra 1 offi ce, an assessment was undertaken by JLARC in order to
evaluate compliance with Appropriations Act mandates and short-term
staffing needs. Although the mandated central office staffing level of
1,312 was reached in September 1982 as a result of 2' layoff, DHT has
not yet assessed the feasibility of further lowerinq -entral office
staffi ng to 900 by 1984. Such an assessment shoul d use a vari ety of
productivity indicators and consider improved technology in determining
the feasibility of further reductions.
COMPLIANCE WITH CENTRAL OFFICE STAFFING MANDATE
While the term II central office ll may be informally understood
as an agency's central administrative apparatus, the General Assembly
used a specific definition in setting DHTls central office employment
ceiling. Although the definition used by the legislature was based on
information provided by the department, it differed from DHTls central
office payroll and excluded some units that perform central administrative functions but are located outside the central facility in
Richmond.
Although the attrition anticipated to bring down central
office employment did not occur, DHT took action to achieve a central
office staffing level of 1,312 through layoffs.
That level was
actually reached in late September.
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Definition of Central Office
The General Assembly was quite specific in defining the
central office. Documentation attached to the floor amendment which
inserted the central office employment levels into the 1982-84 Appropriations Act included a table (Table 11) which identified 1,396 positions in 23 divisions. This table was based on figures provided by the
department, and excluded three organizational units carried on DHT I s
central office payroll:
the research council, which is located in
Charl ottesvi 11 e; the central garage, whi ch was then located on South
15th Street in Richmond; and the Ri chmond- Petersburg Turnpike, headquartered ten miles south of Richmond. Attorneys assigned to DHT were
also excluded from the central office definition, as the Attorney
General announced in early 1982 that attorneys assigned to agencies
would be remQved from agency payrolls and consolidated in one location.
Agencies would then be billed for legal services.
DHT personnel reported some initial confusion about the
definition of central office.
Confusion arose because some central
administrative functions and 250 associated positions were located
outside the central office facility at 1221 East Broad Street in
Richmond.
In July 1982,1,142 positions were housed at the central
facility. Twenty-six positions were assigned to the central garage.
Another 92 positions were located at the equipment divisionis facility
in Fulton, east of Richmond, and 72 positions were situated in the
materials division lab in Elko, east of Sandston. An additional 60
positions were assigned to the research council in Charlottesville.
The legislative definition of central office included the
equipment and materials division, and excluded the central garage and
research council. Except for the central garage these divisions may be
considered to perform central administrative functions. Consequently,
DHT may wi sh to propose an a lternat i ve defi nit i on of central offi ce
that would be clearly tied to a distinction between central administration and field operations.
For the purpose of this report the
legislative definition has been adopted.
Staffing Actions
It was initially expected that attrition alone would reduce
central office staffing to 1,312. As explained in the floor amendment
documentation:

The amendment fixes maximum employment in the DHT central office at 84 positions less than current levels.
Thi s fi gure is based on projected reductions through
attrition through July 1, 1982.
However, the attrition that was expected to bri ng down the central
office staffing level
did not occur.
Despite the Governor's
moratorium on filling vacant positions, it was clear by May 1982

Table 11 ------VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS & TRANSPORTATION
CENTRAL OFFICE PERSONNEL, POSITIONS, AND DIVISIONS (February 1982)
Divisions

Officials and
Administrators

Bridge
Budget
Commission
Construction
Data Processing
Environmental
Equipment
Fiscal
Location & Design
Maintenance
Management Services
Materials
Personnel
Programming & Scheduling
Public Information
Public Transportation
Purchasing
Rail Transportation
Right of Way
Secondary Roads
Traffic & Safety
Transportation Planning
Urban
TOTALS
Note:
Source:
(..'1

W

Professionals-

4
1
7
5
3
2
2
2
5
3
2
4
2
2
2
3
3
2
6
3
3
4
2

42

72

4

Technicians and
Skill Craft Workers
39
1

Office and
Clerical

35
12

29

10
21

49

59
4

162

16
41
25
20

36

10
20

4

61
24

101
1

31

3
37

17

7

1

14

12

6
17
2
31

1

18

13

9
5

8

2

7

7
16

TOTALS

9

o

4

ServiceMaintenance
-_.

32

15
18

1

2
7
2
75
1

13
4

9
70
7

15
2

193

27

148
18

3

1

6
2

367

590

337

55

8
30

This table has been used by DHT and the General Assembly to define central office personnel,
positions, and divisions.
Documentation submitted with an amendment to the 1982 Appropriations Act.

1,396

that attrition alone would not sufficiently bring down centra office
employment. A layoff was subsequently imposed to achieve the specifi
level of 1,312.
The layoff was imposed in a hurried fashion, with some incongruous results. On June 2, 1982, the Commissioner met with the division administrators and asked them to identify, by the next day, positions eligible for layoff.
On June 3, thirty-five positions were
identified from 12 divisions. Among them were three positions which
had been filled on April 16, May 16, and June 1, 1982. These positions
had been justified as exceptions to Governor Rabbis hiring moratorium,
yet were 1ai d off wi thi n weeks of bei ng fi 11 ed. Of the 35 surp 1 us
positions identified, 13 employees were subsequently laid off.
Due to the bumping provision of the State layoff procedure,
an actual workforce reduction may take several months to achieve.
Consequently, the delayed implementation of the central offic€.~ layoff
meant that DHT would be likely to exceed the mandated level during the
early part of the biennium.
On July 1, 1982, DHT's central office staffing stood at 1,396
positions. This level included 1,306 employees on the central office
payroll plus as many as 90 employees who were in the l'pipeline!l -employees who, for example, had submitted resignations giving a month's
notice.
Because the mandated 1,312 level was not achieved until late
September, 1982, DHT was technically out of compliance with the Appropri at ions Act for three months of the bi enni um. However, action had
been taken to achi eve the requi red 1eve 1 and JLARC concl udes that
legislative intent was honored.
Feasibility of 900 FTEs by FY 1984
Although the Appropriations Act sets a specific 1982 staffing
level for the central office, the Act clearly indicates further' reductions by requiring the department to assess the feasibility of 900
central office positions by July 1984. Although DHT plans to conduct
thi s assessment as part of the Human Resource Pl anni I1g System, the
department has not yet conducted the required assessment.
This assessment must be conducted to comply with the Appropriations Act mandate. Until such an assessment is completed, the
potential for further central office reductions will not be known.
Several methods could be incorporated in the analysis. Some
relevant methods are discussed in this chapter. For example, a careful
review of productivity trends in central office divisions may identify
opportunities for staffing reductions.
Technological improvements
currently in use in other states, such as computer-assisted design, may
also provide the means for reducing central office staff. A careful
review of these opportunities could result in significant productivity
improvements and subsequently more efficient central office staffing.
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THE CENTRAL OFFICE STAFFING ENVIRONMENT
To adequately address minimum staffing and the feasibility of
reductions to 900 central office positions, a comprehensive assessment
is needed of the appropriateness of existing staffing levels and productivity standards. Such an assessment is also important to understanding the department's manpower process and plans. Because DHT has
not completed such an assessment, JLARC reviewed a series of staffing
effi ci ency i ndi cators for several di vi s ions. Thi s revi ew suggested
that productivity can be improved and staffing levels reduced in several central office divisions. A thorough assessment of several additional factors could lead to further efficiencies. Table 12 summarizes
the efficiencies discussed in this chapter.
Preconstruction Staffing
Preconstruction comprises a variety of activ'ities which occur
prior to the actual construction of a highway project. Included are
such functions as determining the exact nature and location of the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tab 1e 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL STAFFING ECONOMIES
Central
Office
Implement Computer-Assisted Design
Improve Right-of-Way Productivity
Consolidate Program Management Activities
TOTAL
Source:

27

Field
33

12
2
45

JLARC analysis.

needed improvement; acqUl rl ng the needed 1and; des i gni ng the roadway,
bridges, and other structures; and plann ng for compliance with all
regulatory requirements, such as environmental and traffic controls.
The preconstruction function contains both a central office
and a field component. Key management functions and the more complex
design work are located in the central office. Some design work and
various other activities are carried out by district personnel. Because the General Assembly specifically included portions of each
preconstruction division in its definition of central office, the
genera 1 topi c of preconstruct ion is addressed in thi s chapter. However, the distinction between positions located in the field and positions located in the central office is made when necessary.
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Several economi es shaul d be cons i dered by DHT. Imp 1ementation of computer-assisted design could lead to staffing reductions of
as many as 13 positions in the bridge division and 47 positions in the
location and design divisions.
An assessment of the accumulated
balance of plans may also be needed in the location and design division. For effective preconstruction staffing, a stable schedule of
projects that covers a period longer than the current six-year schedule
is necessary, as preconstruction activities often commence seven or
eight years ahead of construction. Finally, if past levels of productivity in the right-of-way division could be re-established, as many as
12 positions could be eliminated.
Computer-A~sisted Design.
A major opportunity for staff
reduct ions and improved productivity is afforded by computer-ass i sted
design (CAD). An important benefit of CAD is in reducing the need for
draftsmen in road and bridge design.

Under a CAD system implemented by the Michigan Department of
Transportation, about half of all plans are drafted by using automated
processes. Accordi ng to Mi chi gan I s deputy di rector for hi ghways, the
system has resulted in:
. . . an estimated 20% to 25% increase in productivity. We [the Michigan Department of Transportation] also estimated an efficiency factor of 3 to
1 between the automated system and manual drafting
methods.
Our most recent estimates suggest a
factor of 4 to 1.
We realize our maximum
efficiency on projects that contain repetitive details, e.g., joint repair, bridge deck resurfacing,
bridge railing replacement, etc. Projects of this
nature may drive the efficiency factor as high as
10 to 1.
In explaining that the number of engineers and technicians
engaged in plan production had dec 1i ned 13 percent, from 376 to 329
positions, the deputy director stated that:
. . . the system is the major factor in the decl i ne
of personnel, [although] falling revenues have also
contributed to these reductions.
On the other
hand, the high productivity of the system makes the
cutback of design personnel more tolerable and
makes it possible to maintain our production
schedule.
In July 1982, DHT had a total of 459 draftsmen and engineers
who developed and reviewed plans; 103 were in the bridge division (40
in the districts and 63 in the central office), and 356 were in the
location and design divis·ion (211 in the districts and 145 in the
central office). If DHT could achieve as much as a 13 percent personnel reduction, as did Michigan, through automating the drafting
process, up to 60 engineers and technicians could be eliminated (as
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many as 33 in the di stri cts
This reduction would save
benefits annually.

pas tons in the central offi ce).
,000 to ;$1.3
11ion in salaries and

An addit i ana lout 1ay for termi na 1 s, graphi cs pri nters, and
re 1ated equ i pment wi 11 be neces sa ry to
i ze the enhanced productivity available through CAD. For example, the system implemented in
Michigan required a total outlay of $1.6 million. DHT should assess
the costs involved in implementing CAD and identify offsetting savings
available through staffing reductions. The department should report on
the feasibility and economy
implementing CAD in the bridge division
and the location and design division.

Locativnand Design Division. The primary act i vi ty of the
location and design division is to develop detailed plans for highway
construct i on.
Central offi ce employees prepare most interstate and
urban plans, and review plans prepared by the districts. Primary and
secondary road plans are handled mainly by district designers.
In
July, 1982, a total of 251 central office and 404 district personnel
were performing location and design activities. These figures include
support staff and survey parties in addition to to the draftsmen and
engineers discussed earlier.
Staffing of the location and design function is projected to
decrease. The divisionis projections are based on the p
ects appearing on the six-year improvement program, using staffing guidelines
developed within the division. For FY 1984 the projection is for 216
total central office staff, dropping to 195 in FY 1985 and 168 in FY
1986.
The amount of plans already prepared and awaiting construction has been increasing since 1978. Table 13 shows that the accumulated balance of plans increased 76 percent from 204 plan-mil es to 360
plan-miles between FY 1978 and FY 1982.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - PLAN PRODUCTION COMPARED TO CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
FY 1978-1982
Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Plan Miles
Cumpleted

273
272
270
342
195

Miles Put Under
Construction*

350
215
211
321

176

Accumulated
Balance

204
261
320
341
360

*Includes state-force construction.
Source:

Location and Design Division records.
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Despite an increasing backlog
completed construction
plans, designers may be preparing plans of questionable value. In at
least three instances, projects slated for construction after 1990 are
bei ng prepared by I Deat i on and des i gn personnel. These projects are
not funded under the six-year program. A large number of addit i ana 1
projects are assigned to staff, but are not funded under the six-year
program. Indications are that little effort is currently being expended on these projects. However, their presence on the work assignment
schedule raises a question about how they were derived from the sixyear program.
The location and design engineer recently addressed the gap
between the six-year construction program and the fi ve- to seven-year
lead time needed by the preconstruction divisions. This gap has occurred because the department has recently adopted a six-year improvement
program that requires very little preconstruction activity in FY 1987
and FY 1988. In a memorandum to the director of administration, the
location and design engineer stated that the six-year improvement
program:
. . . may be realistic as a guide to construction
during the period evaluated but it is not a realistic program as far as preliminary eng neering is
concerned. I base thi s on the fact that the preliminary engineering to be initiated during the
last two years of the program is al most nothi ng-only three projects on the entire Interstate,
Primary and Urban systems.
If this is a true
picture, and I suspect it isn't, then no appreciable construction will occur after the end of the
current Six-Year-Program.
To be realistic and to assure that trained, qualified personnel are available to carry out the
program, a six-year program based on the first six
years of a ten-year program should be developed and
extended each year. Since an interval of from five
to seven years is needed from conception to construction, a sufficient amount of preliminary
engineering should be initiated in the fourth year
of the program to satisfy the fiscal capabilities
for construction in the tenth year of the program.
Although the division's own staffing projections show a
significant decrease over the next four years, the excessive accumulated balance of plans and the fact that staff may be beginning work on
projects not on the current schedule suggest a need for a re-examination of division staffing and assignments.
The department should
specify the projects whi ch wi 11 requi re pre 1imi nary engi neeri ng and
assess the need for staff in such activities over the six-year program.
Right-of-Way Division.
The ri ght-of-way di vi sian appra i ses
and acqui res the r'ea 1 property needed for hi ghway construction. The
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division also assists in the relocation of families and businesses
di sp 1aced by hi ghway construction. As oJ July 1982, there were 307
right-of-way employees statewide, 64 in the central office and 243 in
the eight districts. These levels were down from earlier years, as
shown in Table 14. Projections made by the division show a statewide
increase to 390 positions for FY 1984, followed by a drop to 312 in FY
1985 and 1986. However, if improved productivity could be achieved, as
many as 12 fewer district positions would be needed in the current
year.
Table 14
RIGHT-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES
1975-1982
(March)
Year
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982 (July)
Source:

Central
Offi ce

Districts

Total

101
94
88
100
97
96
96
64

390
348
341
347
337
327
327
243

491
442
429
447
434
423
423
307

DHT Personnel Records.

The division reviewed work accomplishments of its staff over
the ten-year period 1971-80, and compared these accomplishments to the
number of right-of-way employees performing these duties. Yowever, no
provision was made for improving productivity.
The division used
average accomplishments from 1971-80 to project staffing needs over the
next four years, based on a review of construction projects listed in
the six-year plan. Table 15 shows the number of parcels and appraisals
required over the next four years.
A key problem in deve 1opi ng staffi ng forecasts from past
productivity patterns is the assumption that productivity levels in the
19805 will remain at the same level as average accomplishments between
1971 and 1980. Several districts were able to achieve consistently
higher than average productivity in the 1970s, however, and it would
seem reasonable that such performance will continue.
Staffing economies could be realized if the other districts
could achieve productivity approaching the level achieved by the most
product i ve di stri cts.
For example,
a revi ew of three major
activities--relocations, appraisals, and parcel negotiations--indicated
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD
(FY 1983 through FY 1986)

Source:

Year

Parcels

1983
1984
1985
1986

2,241
3,060
2,222
2,442

Relocations
174
258
222
182

Right-of-Way Division

that, if all districts could achieve
district with the highest productivity
staff positions could be dropped in
benefit savings would amount to between

75% of the rate achieved by the
for each activity, as many as 12
the current year'. Salary and
$195,108 and $266,448 annually.

When asked about low productivity in some districts, an
assistant division administrator and a program coordinator agreed there
was IIdead wood ll in some di stri cts. They further i ndi cated that recent
layoffs had removed some of the most productive, but junior, staff.
The depar'tment shoul d set productivity standards for divisions such as right-of-way at levels above a long-term average.
Targets should be linked more closely to the highest level of productivity actually achieved by a section. Steps for moving toward that
level should be identified and taken, and staff positions eliminated as
improvements are made. Guidelines for individual employee performance
should be tied to the targets. For example, special training should be
offered to help inprove individual employee productivity.
Central Office Staffing Efficiency
A variety of administrative and support functions are located
in the DHT central office. Consequently, assessing whether the central
off"ice is staffed at minimum levels requires a review of multiple
indicators and a thorough knowledge of the functions carried out in the
centra 1 offi ce. Thi s section descri bes several i ndi cators of staffi ng
efficiency and suggests their application.
Indicators include paid
overtime, span of control, consolidation potential, and attrition.
Attrition could open as many as 820 positions department-wide
this year. However, due to the complexity of central administrative
functions and the lack of clear productivity indicators for these
funct ions, a thorough revi ew based on such i ndi cators shoul d be conducted by the department to determine the need for retaining and
filling positions which come open in the central office.
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CENTRAL

Source:

Year

Number of
Employees

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

5
472
307
296
162

1 Hours

Wo
41,304.5
33,706.8
.4
33,
8
25,
.8

id
$312,494
275,014
276,417
,596
,425

DHT fiscal division records.

Most central office
have had a workload which could
be handled during normal work hours. However, DHT currently lacks
comprehens i ve i nformat i on on the amount of overtime worked by employees. Such information is necessary in order to accurately assess
overtime. DHT should develop a method for recording hours worked by
all employees. The method should include all overtime worked, even if
it is not compensated. This could be a feature of
human resource
planning system currently bei
1
by the department.
Other Approaches to Assessing Central Office Staff
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supervised as many as 11 subordinates. The AMA span of control standard for technical and analytical jobs is three to seven subordinates
per supervi sor.
The ratio of techni ci ans to techni ci an supervi sors ranges
from 1.1-to-1 in planning to 9.2-to-1 in right of way, as shown in
Table 18. Although JlARC did not conduct a functional review of each
position, an average ratio of 1.1 planning technicians per supervisor
appears very low under any ci rcumstances , and is well below the AMA
recommended minimum for technical jobs. Traffic technicians are also
below the guideline.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 18 - - - - - - - - - - - - RATIO OF TECHNICIANS TO TECHNICIAN SUPERVISORS
(August 31, 1982)
Discipline
Planning
Traffic
Engineering
Materials
Right of Way
Total
Source:

Number of
Technicians

Number of
Supervisors

Average
Ratio

10
114
275
176
55

9
46
84
45
6

1.1
2.5
3.3
3.9
9.2

630

190

3.3

DHT personnel records.

The potential benefit of this type of analysis is illustrated
by noting that if these two disciplines were brought up only to the AMA
minimum, 13 fewer supervisory positions would be required. If all
disciplines except right of way were brought up to AMA's maximum span
(right of way already exceeds the maximum guideline), as many as 101
fewer supervisory positions would be required. However, additional
research would be required to validate specific surplus supervisory
positions. Consequently no figures based on the span of control
analysis have been included in JlARC tables on potential staffing
economies.
DHT should review the spans of control assigned to all central office supervisory personnel. The review should be based on
functions actually performed as well as on job titles. Positions which
vary significantly from generally accepted standards should be considered for merger into other supervisory positions. Positions titled
as supervisory but in which a majority of the time is actually spent
performing work similar to that assigned to subordinates should be
considered for reclassification and any supervisory responsibilities
merged with other supervisory positions.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tab 1 e 19 - - - - - - - - - - - - ATTRITION FROM DHT
Fiscal
Year

Attrition

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1,424
1,297
1,156
990
820 (est.)

July 1
Payroll*
11,623
11,650
11,620
10,956
10,269

Attrition
Rate %
12.25
11.13
9.95
9.04
8.00 (est.)

*Excludes hourly workers.
Source:

DHT Personnel Records; estimates by JLARC staff.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ATTRITION BY JOB CLASSIFICATION
July 1978 - June 1982
Classification

Attrition

Percentage of Total
4-Year Attrition

1. Equipment Operators
2. Construction Inspectors
3. Maintenance Helpers
4. Clerk Stenos
5. Engineering Technicians
6. Foremen
7. Toll Collectors
8. Equipment Mechanics
9. Materials Technicians
10. Clerk Typists

1,874
361
219
192
164
149
142
117
95
88

38.5
7.4
4.5
3.9
3.4
3.1
2.9
2.4
2.0
1.8

Sub-Total

3,352

68.9

Total, 1978-82

4,868

100%

Source:
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DHT Personnel Records

on as a staffing-reduction strategy is often termed
painless ll because positions are eliminated as they become vacant.
However, attrition can be quite II painful ll to the program managers most
affected by the disproportionate nature of attrition. For example,
half of an equipment operators left employment during the four-year
period, requiring a significant re-hiring effort in the residencies.
Il

A second major problem with attrition is that the department
has little control over the number or location of the vacancies
created. Attrition results primarily from resignations and retirements. These two methods of separating from employment accounted for
84 percent of all attrition from DHT between 1978 and 1982. Although
resignations are distributed fairly evenly across job classifications,
retirements have come, and will continue to come, heavily from only a
few classifications.
Emp1oyees who have retired from DHT si nee January 1977 have
mainly been in the highway maintenance job classifications. Table 21
shows that 62 percent of a 11 retirements from DHT occurred ins i x
residency maintenance classifications.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 21 - - - - - - - - - - - - RETIREMENTS FROM MAJOR RESIDENCY MAINTENANCE CLASSIFICATIONS
January 1977 - June 1982
Classification

Retirements

Area Superintendent
Foremen
Timekeepers
Equipment Operators
Maintenance Helpers
Subtotal
Total Retirements
Source:

8

106
18
418
89
639 ::: 62%
1,033

DHT Personnel Records.

Emp 1oyees reti ri ng from DHT over the next fi ve years wi 11
also come primarily from maintenance classifications. Of a total of
751 imminent retirees 58 percent, or 439, are located in residencies,
and 36 percent, or 274, are equipment operators. Of all field
positions 6.9 percent, or 584, will become vacant by 1987 due to
retirements. The central office will lose 5.6 percent, or 82, of its
total positions to retirement. The distribution of employees on the
April 1982 DHT payroll who will turn 65 years
age by 1987 is shown
in Table 22.
reti rees i denti
of retirements over the
a signi cant
rement.
i

in
e 22 represent
five years. It is very
employees will take
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Tab1 e 22
EMPLOYEES TURNING 65 AND CURRENT STAFFING
Employees Turning
65 by 4/1/87*

Filled Positions
3/31/82

Central Office Divisions
0
Urban
Secondary Roads
0
Commissioner's Office
2
4
Right of Way
location & Design
13
Purchasing
7
7
Fiscal
Personnel
3
5
Bridge
Construction
2
1
Maintenance
1
Public Relations
4
Material s
Environmental Quality
1
Programming & Scheduling
1
2
Central Garage
Equipment
12
0
BUdget
9
Traffic & Safety
Transportation Planning
Research Council
5
Rail Transportation
0
Data Processing
3
Management Services
Sub-Total
82
Toll Facilities
Norfolk-Va. Beach
6
Tidewater Toll Facilities
15
Elizabeth River
13
Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike
51
Sub-Total
85
Districts (inclUding residencies)
Bristol
71
Salem
47
Lynchburg
61
Richmond
III
Suffolk
112
Fredericksburg
78
Culpeper
57
Staunton
47
Sub-Total
584
Total Permanent Employees
751
*Number of employees on the DHT payroll March 31, 1982.
DHT Personnel Records

°
°
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8
6
53
69
248
107
64
33
89
41
32
31
73
61
22
19
100
7
189
54
62
9
81
15
1,473
41
122
171
271
605
1,181
1,086
811
1,160
1,081
732
1,464
927
8,442
10,520

A1though the mandatory retirement age is 70, emp 1oyees may
retire as early as age 60 and still receive full retirement benefits
under VSRS if they have 30 years of service with the Commonwealth.
Emp 1oyees may retire even earl i er, at age 55, and take reduced VSRS
benefits if they have at least five years of service.
Although attrition may suffice as a means of achieving signifi cant overall staffi ng reductions, attention shoul d be devoted to
developing alternatives to unplanned attrition, with its differential
impact on job classifications and functions, and permanent layoffs. A
planned or managed hiring freeze, which is applied only to classifications in which reductions are needed, should' be developed to
lp
control overall department attrition.
The department officially implemented a planned freeze on
December 9, 1982, with the release of an intra-departmental memorandum
on employment cei 1 i ngs. The memorandum estab 1 i shed cei 1 i ngs on each
district's total employment and set maintenance ceilings for each
residency. The residency maintenance ceiling is set at "93% of the
management system levels as developed by the Maintenance Division and
is specified on the [attached strength tables]".
Districts are
authorized to fill residency vacancies for equipment operators, maintenance helpers, and foremen as long as the 93% level is not exceeded.
All other positions remain frozen and can only be filled with central
offi ce authori zat ion. The purpose of thi s pol icy is to manage
compliance with the 10,177 ceiling set by the 1982 Appropriations Act.
Central Garage
The central garage and car pool operation is currently administered under DHT. It was established as a division in 1948 to promote
economy and efficiency in the use of State-owned automobiles.
Today, DHT administers the central garage pursuant to
policies developed by an autonomous statewide committee. The central
garage has 2,410 cars permanently assigned to individuals or to State
agencies, leaving 258 available for use by State employees. Customer
agencies are billed for vehicle use on a per-mile basis. With the
except i on of appropri at ions in the past to purchase addit i ana 1 cars,
all costs associated with the central garage are paid from user fees.
Revenue from agency charges and the sale of cars in FY 1981 was $8.4
million.
J LARC recommended in 1976, in 1979, and aga in in 1982
the central garage be designated as a working capital fund. Thi s
recommendation was made because the operation meets established
national and State criteria for working capital funds.

The Nat i ona 1 Council of Governmental Account i
established standards for governmental accounting def
capital funds as funds that:

ich
r

6'0
-,

· account for the fi nanci ng of goods or servi ces
provided by one department or agency primarily or solely
to other departments or agenci es of the governmental
unit, or to other governmental units, on a cost-reimbursed bas is.
Each of Virginia's funds has been evaluated by JLARC on the basis of
this definition in three previous studies. The central garage should
be financed as a working capital fund in order to be consistent with
Commonwealth accounting practices for similar activities.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A variety of opportunities are available to achieve economies
in central office staffing below the mandated July 1982 level of 1,312
positions.
DHT should examine these opportunities as part of its
mandated assessment of the feasibility of reducing central office staff
to 900.
Recommendation (8). The department should consider proposing
an alternative definition of "cen tral office" to the 1983 General
Assembly. The alternative definition should be based on administrative
functions as well as location. If an amended definition is used,
information about central office staffing should be presented for both
definitions -- that used by DHT and that used during the 1982 General
Assembly.
Recommendation (9).
DHT shoul d assess the feasibility of
reduci ng central offi ce staffi ng to 900 by July 1984. The assessment
should identify efficiencies which can lead to staffing economi es. All
central office units &hould be included in the review.
Recommendation (10). DHT should assess the costs involved in
implementing computer assisted design, and identify offsetting savings
available through staffing economies and productivity improvements.
The department should prepare a written report on the feasibility of
implementing CAD in the bridge division and the location and design
division.
Recommendation (11). DHT needs to specify all the projects
which will require preliminary engineering and assess the need for
staff in such activities over the six-year program.
Recommendation (12). The department should set productivity
standards such as those used by the right of way division at levels
above a long-term average. Targets should be linked to high levels of
productivity that have actually been achieved by the sections. Steps
for moving toward these levels should be identified and taken. In
addition, guidelines for individual employee performance should be tied
to the targets.
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Recommendation (13). OHT should devel
a
i ng hours worked by all emp 1oyees. Thi 9 method s
1d
recording effort spent on major functions and any overtime
if it is not compensated. The method should be a
resource planning system being developed
OHT.
Recommendation (14). OHT shaul d audit
itions classified
as technician supervisor to determine whether the j
content
s
the job description. If there is need for s
p
anal opportunities in technical and technical management trac
j
titles and descriptions should be established.
Recommendation (15).
OHT should review spans of control
assigned to all central office supervisory personnel. Positions which
vary significantly from generally accepted s
s uld
considered for merger into other supervisory positions. Positions titled
as supervisory but which actually spend a majority of the time
ing work similar to that assigned to subordinates should
reclassified as subordinat.e positions and the supervisory responsibilities
merged. Excess supervisory positions should be eliminated.
Recommendation (16).
The merger of
programming and
schedul i ng, secondary roads, and urban di vi s ions as separate sections
in one division should be under continuous study by OHT. Reductions
from the current level of staffing should be considered.
Crosstraining of staff who currently develop and coordinate the programming
and scheduling of projects on the primary, secondary, and urban systems
may prove to facilitate staff reductions. Additional consolidation
opportuni ties wi thi n the central offi ce shoul d be i dent i fi ed by the
department.
Recommendation (17).
JLARC may wish to direct the Comptroller to designate the central garage as a working capital fund.
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MANPOWER

PROCESS

JLARC assessment of the DHT staffi ng envi ronment has
that mi mum staffing levels can and should be linked to
efficient operations. The analysis indicated that there
areas in which DHT could improve productivity. While
to be aware that more efficient planning
possible, neither the department's Short-Range
nnf'hJO,~ nor the Human Resource Planning System specifies
efficiencies will be achieved.
Approach to Manpower stated that it was
steps and methodologies utilized by DHT to
letter arid intent of the Approp
ons Act.1! In fact
document was
incipally a compilation of requests from divisions
cts for 786 additional staff in the current biennium.
is
y resulted from an earl ier management strategy aimed
the department's maximum employment level upwards.
ument is of little use in determining the minimum
for the department. DHT
acknowl edged that the
-rc~~e~r~~~~1 to Manpower is i
lete,
has deferred some
(
ectives to its long-term effort.
plan is
malnp()WE!f
source

Department's effort to estab 1ish along-term manpower
bed in the Human Resource Pl anni ng System. Thi 5 major
is an ambitious effort to develop a total human resystem. The system is intended to be a comprehensive
lin ng staffing with workload and for responding to alterlevels.

rl",or.',

planning provides a method for matching the number
needed with the anticipated
oad. Manpower plans
typi
ly include provisions for measuring workloads, for setting work
standards
ich are tied to high levels of productivity, for adjusti
work
size to accommodate workload changes, and for incorporating
alternative revenue forecasts.
In its direction to DHT to prepare a manpower plan, the 1982
hl:>I''''Y'::Il
ly specified that the plan should include three
isions:
cation of the mlnlmum number of employees necesto staff programs and activities funded by the Approons Act;
to expedite staff reductions to

mi nimum staffi
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• A consi
emp 1('\\/llllI:>r1'l"
by June 30,
Although
Human
aspects of the mandated prov '-5-:-0-n-5-,-,
not included, and the planning dOicurnerlt
precision and consistency needed to
Appropri at ions
Other
ses
hamper implementation of the planni
IS

The stated purpose of the
report compiling the department's 5

~~ ~~ Anl,r()~r'n

... recount and document
utilized by DHT to comp
intent of the Appropri at ions
the basis for
agency s
and Management System that wi 11
years to plan and moni tor an
tive staffing program.
There were two components to
methodology
1
in this effort. For preconstruction and construction activi
are di rect ly affected by changes in revenue,
s ions
were to determi ne lithe necessary manpower
1ish
the basis of anticipated revenues. Divisions
ly
revenue increases--primarily administrative
divisions--w~>~p
identify the probable impacts of decentralizing or eli
their functions, and to offer judgements on needed
achievable efficiency gains.
The Short-Range Approach to
effort by the department to assemble
ona 1 descri
divisions. According to DHT some
ciencies
ng
were identified in the process of assembling the information,
none of these potential reductions or effi ci enci es are
explained in the report. The department states in the ~OI~n¥'T
"is committed to a philosophy of staffing activities in
nomical manner feasible,1I and identifies four areas
emphasis in the coming year:
• Development of "standard" or Ii
of preconstruction
activi
right-of-way acquisition,
accomplishments to pl
s
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Eval

zation.

If properly implom,onl·0rl, all
department in its
to
certain, however,
increased
achieve a minimum empl
level
Short- Range Approach to ~~~!:

1
It is not
vi es
1

1984" as stated in

The
Approach to
ns
background
and 91
ices.
divisions are discuss
in the appendices, there is no
discussion of the eight districts and the Northern Virginia
v sion.
As a result of this omission, fewer than half of the 786 additi
positions requested in the report are identified by location,
significant number
these additional
ions are
scus
alL
A
of the
bi as that was
i1 t i
addit ion, three of
specifi c requi rements set out in
priations Act are not completely addressed in the document: (1)
tification of minimum staffing levels, (2) the feasibi ityof
central office
to 900
itions
1984,
(3) mo1"",."1,,
reducing staff. Finally, there is very 1 ttle documentation
to determi ne how the proposed staffi ng 1eve 1s were determi
all, the Short-Range Approach to Manpower is more a
staffing reques
than an assessment of staffi
needs.

Initial Bias of the Planning Effort
The short-term effort was
a manner
analys s
bi ased the results, because the outcome of the s
apparently been predetermined by
management.
intended outcome
! s
di rector
of the effort was des
in correspondence
start
administration to divisions and districts prior to
nistrators
short-term analysis.
In a letter to
vision
director stated:
Laying the groundwork
change [in
Approp ations Act] should begin as soon as possible . .
We need to demonstrate
we cannot reduce our
numbers to 10,
and expect to respond ina responsible manner to our basic
ssion
ildi
and maintaini
highways.
In a 1etter to

ct

neers,

director
ana
on p
not

revenue
current
",nl"Y',.,n~~, ate.
I
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order to avoi d thi s 1ega1 requi rement, the Appropriations Act would have to be changed by the
legislature when they meet in January 1983. To do
this, groundwork should begin as soon as possible.
In a letter report to the department, JLARC questioned
whether the department woul d conduct the needed "cr it i calli organi zational review if field personnel thought the outcome was already
decided by management. It appeared that district and division engineers would have little incentive to thoroughly assess the efficiency
of thei r units when top management's stated goal was to amend the
staffing limitation upwards. The JLARC letter report is appended.
After the organi zat i ona 1 revi ew was completed, it was clear
that the outcome was not focused on the mandated criterion of identifying a minimum staffing level. For example, the short-term effort
generated a department-wide need for 10,927 positions in FY 1983, two
percent above the 10,671 maximum employment level specified in the
Appropri at ions Act. For FY 1984, DHT i dent ifi ed a need for 10,963
positions, eight percent above the 10,177 level set in the Act. However, the department did not incorporate any staff efficiencies or
reductions. As a result, DHT ' s short-range effort did not focus on
minimum staffing and could not provide a basis for the department's
compliance with the mandated staffing levels.
Minimum Staffing
The inadequacy of using the Short-Range Approach to Manpower
as a basis for establishing minimum staffing levels has been acknowledged by the department. The Huma~ Resource Planning System document
that DHT provided to JLARC noted that the short-term effort:
... concentrated on determining minimum staffing for
the department between 1982 and 1984. This effort,
based on tradi tiona1 methods, determi ned that the
department needed approximately 10,950 employees to
staff the programs and act i vi ties funded by the
Act. The number was considered by management to be
above the mi ni mum number of employees because it
did not take into account efficiencies in planning,
scheduling, or work methods.
Although staffing could apparently be reduced to reflect these efficiencies, the actual minimum level remained unclear. Consequently, the
10,963 position level is meaningless as a staffing target.
Inconsistent Definitions of Minimum Staffing.
Different
definitions of minimum staffing were apparently used by the divisions
in identifying staffing needs. Such variation suggests that a consistent understanding of minimum staffing may not have been implemented
during staffing assessments. A definition was stated, however, at the
outset of the Short-Range Approach to Manpower:
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definition suggests a
review
an assessment
ans.
review is
scussed in
it is not clear
ons were based
or increasi
current service
whi
on
or
i mum serv ice
The
in the
caul d
1ed to lower servi ce 1eve 1s but the net result
was that the department did not eliminate any functions.
hl:llf"mrlY't>,
there are no references in
the ana lyses in the
Short-Range Approach to Manpower that 1ink
number of staff pasions to a level of service below whi
"safety or investment in
on system would be seriously jeopardi
,as the rI,.."",,,,,+
mentis defini on specifies.
servi ce

I n fact, several
fferent defi ni ons appear to have been
fy identified staffing needs.
In setting maintenance
rements,
example, the document states
a minimum number of
d perform an "optimal amount
work [to] a standard that
i
1e comfort
to
i ng pub 1i c. Ii
sian, the document refers to
of
the division to lI e ffectively function. II For the equipment
document states that understaffi
woul d resul tin the
"bei
unable to accomplish its total
ssion."
In the
vi s i on, the current staffi
1eve 1 is j
ed to II sat is
needs of the organization. II
different definitions
reflect inconsistent implementation of the minimum staffing concept,
and
reflect inadequate attention to this concept.
j

Need to Assess Efficiencies.
Minimum staffing cannot be
1
are
ng
1
ons are effi ci ent and
vity levels. In prior reports JLARC made several recomcould lead to higher
vity.
les incl
area headquarters and
1i shi ng a mai ntenance methods
did not, however, examine any staffing efficiencies in ts short-term document. The department states that staffi
mates were II necessari ly based on exi
ng methods of workload
assessment and did not take into account the impact
recommendations
or s o n s
JLARC relative to specific areas of
al
es for
econvisions
cts
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The preci se
although it will

JLARC
June 1982 through
per inspector as s
i
estimate was
level
i
by construction inspectors.
total of 448 inspectors in
76 and 249 fewer than
The department's
quent ly appears to
were attained. Mi
higher productivity
ing these levels.
states that
Based on
additional
are determi
requi
standards
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sect;
these activities
achi eyed over
with
Based on J
revi ew
ities, between 158 and
maintenance pasi ons would
if previous or above
productivi
levels could be achieved.
this improvement were
, the FY 1983 and 1984 staffing request
additional maintenance positions could be
from
to no
than 61 addit i ana 1 pas it; ons. I
, if
of
ity were achi
,some existing
ntenance pasi ons
d
inated. Additional economies could be
ieved if p
vi
improved for other maintenance activities.

If
r

These examples and the differing notions
minimum
used throughout the Short-Range Approach to Manpower represent
defects in the ini al panning effort.
Central Office Staffing
The Short-Range Approach to Manpower identi es a need
central office staffing level close to or below the 1,312 level
the Appropriations Act. The document states the "best estimate available" of total central office needs is 1,319 for
1983
1,
FY 1984. These estimates were based on analyses of projected wo
loads. Accordi ng to descriptions in the report, however, needs were
apparently developed without reference to minimum staffing, and in
other cases inconsistent definitions of minimum staffing were used.
It does not appear that
ous consideration was gi
the document to assessing the feasibility of
ing central
ice
staffing to 900 positions in the by 1984. While the document indicates
that central office needs are substantially above
900 level, no
reference is made to the feasibility study required under
priations Act. However, reference is made to decentralizing activ
and positions and to
potential ways of reducing central
staff. Further assessment is needed to
ly
Act.
Workforce Reducti
The 1982 Appropri at ions
a 1so
i fi es
to
manpower plan whi ch II i
to meet mi ni mum
1eve 1s. II
one page
to Manpower which discusses
mana,~ernerlt of
s
discuss how the
would be used to achieve reductions.
For
two categori es:
Il me thods
to
lI utilization
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a

only an across-thepermanent I
etter to
rman
the
would
a commitment to attrition as
also stated
attrition were
level by
ly 1983, layoffs would
achieve
iously discussed in Chapter
s
,crossni
shifts
selective hi
cations are preferable.
, in which
would remain
~o'~'!r-Tions.
Under this
that are
a targeted I eve 1
ies occ
in classificalevel would
11ed.
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i qn,:itE~d

Freeze.

in

is method of
ng
hinges on establishing
ls
s
ld
maintained
thin classifications. The
to hire or not to hire would be based
whether the actual
camp ement was at or below
target level. A step in this
on was
the department in its
9, 1982, policy
alit~um whi
es
lished a ceili
of 93% of authorized strength on
n maintenance c
sifications in residencies.
workforce pi anrequi res care
reductions while
ilitating staffi
ition, the mix
rema i n fill
In
adj us ted to meet,
in
nt
preconstruction

, a

Other Workforce

es two addi
cross-train
1

DHTls mission statement
ng the size of the workonne1
n job classificaconstruction inspectors to
to
vacancies,
one area
11 vacancies
class
cations is
current
i

1;

t
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There is no recourse to layoff for
ing to accept lateral transfer
tion classifications where the
es
ployee's current position is of lower priority than
those of a vacant pos it ion, there are not other
positions with lower priority
ies in
classification in the same organizational unit,
the
Department is willing to reimburse
movi ng expenses in transfers
relocation.
Shifting employees between locations is already done in some
job classifications. Construction inspectors, for example, are often
temporari ly transferred to job sites away from thei r permanent location. In other cases, however, location shifts
not occurred when
needed:
A foreman at an area headquarters resigned to
take another job. Because of the hiring freeze the
position went unfilled.
An adjacent area headquarters, meanwhile, had two foremen on the job.
The maintenance supervisor for the residency stated
that one foreman was needed in the first area,
while two foremen were not necessary in the second
area. No change in assignments was made, however.

In this case one foreman could have been assigned temporarily to the
area that needed a foreman.
The department1s December 3 memorandum provides
temporary
assignments between classifications. The department should also consider inc 1udi ng temporary and, where warranted, permanent trans
between classifications as an alternative to layoffs. Classifications
between which employees can transfer should be i
f i , and sui
e
training programs considered.
Inadequate Documentation
The Short-Range Approach to
about where current staffing levels are be
to
where staff additions or reductions are beli
Documentation for many of these judgements, however, is not incl
Many of the projected staff needs are as
ons rather than assessments. Consequently staffi ng projections cannot
uated on
is of information supplied in the
i
can
extent
to which the projections reflect
nimum
levels
eval
from the information provided. Examples
11ow:
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DHT1S HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEM
The DHT Commissioner assembled a task force in April, 1982,
and charged it to develop a long-term manpower plan. The task force,
designated the Manpower Advisory Group (MAG), began to develop methods
and identify resources within the agency. The overall approach of the
group was to deve lop a manpower forecas t i ng too 1 i ncorporat i ng work
measures for most DHT employees.
An interactive revi ew process was used to assess the MAG
effort.
JLARC staff met with the Manpower Advi sory Group on fi ve
occas ions to recei ve progress reports on the group I s work. Meetings
took place on:
May 13, 1982;
June 8, 1982;
June 23, 1982;
September 10,- 1982; and
October 8, 1982.
MAG also provided JLARC staff with six written status reports over the
course of the summer. In response, JLARC identified 11 concerns about
the MAG effort in a letter report submitted to the department on August
23, 1982. (A copy of this letter may be found in the appendix.)
DHT submitted to JLARC the Human Resource Planning System
(HRPS), a document prepared by MAG about the department I s long-term
plan, on November 5, 1982. HRPS consists of 38 pages describing the
long-term planning process and 95 pages of appendices, which include a
case example of how one division, traffic and safety, will implement
the system. The focus of the document is on establishing a computeri zed system whi ch wi 11 improve DHr s abil ity to forecast future staffi ng needs. The document out 1i nes how the system wi 11 operate, and
illustrates the substantial progress made by the department toward
implementation of an agency-wide manpower plan.
The manpower p 1anni ng system descri bed in the document is
meant to link staffing projections with productivity levels, and to
provide for improved efficiency and productivity through refinement of
work standards. All DHT staff will eventually be included in the
system. The document also acknowledges that since 1978 attrition has
resulted in lIunmet staffing needs in some areas and surplus personnel
in areas such as the preconstruction progams that are more di rect ly
revenue related. II The manpower planning system is being designed to
anticipate and correct similar imbalances in the future.
While the department intends HRPS to comply with the Act, the
report lacks the documentation and precision needed for compliance.
First, the document fails to fully address the requirements set by the
Appropriations Act: (1) identification of minimum staffing levels, (2)
feasibility of reducing central office staff to 900 positions by 1984,
and (3) methods of reducing staffing. These requirements were called
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to the department's attention in the August 1982 JLARC letter (appended), but the concerns rai sed have not been adequately addressed in
HRPS. In addition, the methods for assessing staffing efficiencies are
not spelled out in the department's effort to establish a minimum
staffing level. Finally, the means of determining service levels from
predicted revenue, a vital step in forecasting staffing needs under the
system, is unclear.
Whil e the department may fully intend to address such concerns as part of its manpower p 1anni ng efforts, these intentions are
not explicitly discussed in HRPS. For the department's manpower process to comply fully with Appropriations Act intent and be effectively
implemented, the plan should explicitly address the Act's requirements.
Minimum Staffing Levels
As noted previ ous ly, HRPS acknowl edges that the Short- Range
Approach to Manpower did not generate minimum staffing levels for the
1982-84 biennium.
However, the first document did define minimum
staffi ng as:
... the least number of permanent positions required
to accomplish the program funded by the Appropriat ions Act without reduci ng servi ces to the pub 1 i c
to such an extent that safety or investment in the
transportation system would be seriously jeopardized.
In HRPS the department affirms a concern that "the number of employees
never should be more than that required to provide essential public
services."
HRPS does not, however, adequately document how the long-term
effort wil"laTd in the identification of "essential public services" or
the staff "required" to provide those services.
For example, the
document does not specify a minimum or essential level of service.
Although the fi rst component of the human resource p 1anni ng system
requires "the district or division manager to identify the mission,
goa 1 s, and objectives of the work force, II HRPS does not state how the
manager will identify these goals and objectives, or how lIessentialll
services will be related to these goals and objectives. Moreover,
decentralizing the determination of goals and service levels to numerous managers wi 11 not necessari 1y he 1p the department achi eve mi ni mum
staffing levels.
In addition, the document may imply that service
levels are tied more to available s i n g than to need or funding:
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The mission, goals, objectives and scheduling
combi ne to determi ne the projected number of work
units to be performed . . . If the work need does
not match the available resources, the
and
his supervisors establish p orities among the
goals and make decisions
i
levels of
services to
provided in
to
lize
avail le human resources in the most effective
manner.

In

should estabes
or
n mum servi ce 1eve 1
options, and should
ior to comparing projected workloads with
available resources.
se, service levels may reflect a bias in
favor of current staffi
rather than essential or minimum service
levels. Since the results of the long-term effort will not be available until mid-1983 or later, the following unsupported statement in
the Commissionerls 1
at
beginning of HRPS indicates that such
a bias may be of concern:
1ish work pri

it is
hing
point at which further
major reductions [in DHT statewide employment]
could jeopardize its ability to fully meet responsibilities to i
,maintain, and operate the
52,600-mile State highway system.
ensure that
focuses on minimum staffing, any bias in
favor of current staffing evels should be avoided. A clear means of
setting service levels s
d
articulated and service levels should
be set prior to determini
staff levels. A means of linking staffing
forecasts with revenue forecasts shaul d also be specifi ed. For example, the work currently under way to establish two levels of maintenance funding should be related to staffing levels in HRPS.
Work standards.
A system designed to achieve minimum staffing levels should also identify the staff level needed to perform
essential services once operations are efficient and employees are
working at high productivi
levels. In HRPS, MAG states that lithe
department will
able to assure improveCJProductivity through the
work standard. II While the work standard is a crucial element of the
long-term plan, MAG is tentative in its discussion of how standards
will be set and who will set them. For example, MAG states that each
division and district will annually review lIits work standards, or the
normal manhour requirements for accomplishing work units. II On the
other hand, MAG states that II it is currently envi s i oned that all work
standards should be established above the statistical mean. 1I HRPS does
not specify how the department will ensure that this objective is met.

The document gives an overall impression that initially work
standards will be set at average levels, and subsequently refined to
reflect high productivity levels:
work standards were determi ned by eva 1amount of
me each work unit has histo be performed. Since some work
recorded before, some divisions
a composi
of the best
ired to do a representaestimates will be modi ed
.,n,",
ate
S
ca measure as
1ab e.
'M>,", " ,

the
and

explain how
the traffi c
to val i date.
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work standards which have been developed from istorical
appears that validation will be made by compari
the s
from traffic
developed from historical sources with data coll
safety employees in October-December 1982. MAG does not elaborate on
what appropriate statistical measures or comparisons might be used to
validate the standards.
If minimum staffing is an objective, an emphasis on estab1i shi ng work standards above average performance seems appropri ate.

Consideration
be included,
product i vity
for achieving

of a specific performance target for each standard should
such as performance at the 75th percentile of the highest
1eve 1 actually achi eved by one di stri ct or unit. Steps
this higher level should also be identified.

Productivity.
As discussed in this report, productivity
improvements may lead to staffing reductions. HRPS does not, however,
refl ect a careful cons i derat i on of the term "product i vi ty" .

Productivity improves when more units of output, or work, are
produced pe unit of input, or resource. Therefore, when
rring to
productivity, HRPS should compare DHT work output to man-hours used to
accomplish that work. Instead, the document refers to productivity in
an imprecise manner. For example, the document states that:
Within the next year, increased emphasis
11 be
placed on the establishment of productivity improvement goals for those functions that have
measurab 1e uni ts of output. For example, increase
by 5% the number of miles of ditching accomplished.
An increase of five percent in the number
miles ditc
,
1.
1
however, is a production rather than a productivi
could be achieved, for example, by increasing the number
man-hours
devoted to machine ditching by five percent or moY'e. The relationship
between productivity improvements and stafn ng shoul d be i dent i fi
The document also states:
a campari son of FY 1978-79 to FY 1982-83
shows a revenue increase of $18.7 mi 11 i on.
It
shoul d be noted these ncreases were di rected to
the system acquisition and construction, and system
rna i ntenance categori es; the admi ni strat i on and
support services category decreased by $2.8 million
constant dollars. A compari son of personne 1 shows
11,817 for FY 1978-79 a
approximately 10,269 for
July, 1982 . . . the above data is indicative of
reasonable progress in p
ivityand
iciency.
The referenced data does not indicate
vity and e iciency, because it relates neither
levels to workload. The department should give more
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It should also
noted that when measured in constant
dollars, DHT appropriations have not increased as HRPS claims. For
example, in
1979, $439.1
llion was appropriated for highway system
acquisition and construction, and for FY 1983 $458.8 million was appropriated for that purpose. However, due to inflation it would require
an FY 1983 appropriation of $508.1 million in current dollars just to
equal the FY 1979 appropriation.
A key concern is that adjusting or validating work standards
based on current productivity may lock in productivity levels that are
historically low. As shown in the construction inspector analysis in
Chapter III of this report, current productivity is less than that
achi eved in past years. The manpower pl anni ng system needs to ensure
that overall department productivity will increase significantly, so
that staffing forecasts will not be tied to an historically low product i vity peri od.
As demonstrated in thi s report, a vari ety of productivity
improvements are available to DHT.
If achieved these improvements
could result in reduced staffing. While HRPS reiterates DHT's commitment to "the establishment of productivity improvement goals for those
functions that have measurable units of output," it is not clear that
such productivity goals will differ from production goals. In addition, HRPS does not identify any examples where productivity improvements may be achi eved in the organi zat ion, or how such improvements
will impact overall staffing. HRPS states:
The above described productivity improvement effort
and continued concern will achieve a minimum
employment level through FY 1983-84.
Inasmuch as HRPS was submitted in November 1982 and contai ned no
details of the productivity improvements to be achieved, it remains
unclear how the "pro ductivity improvement effort and continued concern"
will reduce staffing as early as July 1983. For HRPS to effectively
focus DHT attention on productivity improvement, it is essential that
the plan itself explicitly require the attainment of higher standards
of productivity. High standards should be set, and provisions should
be made to monitor the progress of organizational units in achieving
those standards.
Central Office Staffing
App
positions,
of
i
As shown
June.

ts DHT central office employment
department to address the feasito
posi ons or less by June 30,
fice staffi
ysis contained in
ired level of 1,312 positions in
a layoff was imposed in

required assessment of
central office reductions
is not contained in HRPS. The document does suggest
assessment will be undertaken at some point in 1983, al
the precise
time frame is unclear. For example, the summary states:
Priority in implementing the system is be;
directed at maintenance employees and at key divisions representing approximately 80
nt of the
department personnel. For these groups, the system
will be in full operation in July, 1983. Attention
wi 11 then be gi ven to support functions located
primarily in the central office . . .
On page five, the document states that the department will address the
central office question by July 1983:
As the overall Human Resource Planning System
develops, more accurate methods of predicting
required staffing will become available. Utilization of this data . . . will permit VDHT to address
[the central office] aspect of the Act by July,
1983.
A timetable should be developed for assessing, before the
1984 General Assembly session, the feasibility of reducing central
office staff to 900 positions by June 30, 1984. The department also
should discuss how the human resource planning system will be used to
determine the feasibility of the 900 level.
Reduction Methods
HRPS includes a chart, first presented in the department's
Short-Range Approach to Manpower that lists eight possible reduction
methods. Neither document contains a full discussion of these methods,
their effects on the department, or the circumstances under which they
might be implemented. HRPS cites §4-7.01f of the Appropriations Act as
specifyi ng attrition as the method of reduction. The section states:
The Governor shall administer a plan whereby
the number of employees in the Executive Department
may be further res
cted to the number requi red
for efficient ope rat on of those programs approved
by the General Assembly. The plan shall include
the systematic review and analysis af
staffing
requirements of all Executive Department
ies
th the objective of eliminating thro
on, and over a peri od of time, pas it ions not
for the eff; c i ent
i on of p"r".. .
neces
"":lMC
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sect ion c early states that attr t on is
method of e
ng posit ons
necessary to eff cent
The sect on does not necessarily exclude, howeve ,

ned

ions.

tion.
IS
urre
iri
,a
culated in the December 9
memorandum, uses
tion as
means of reducing staffing but provides for selective hiring to ensure that critical jobs remained filled
in the maintenance area. DHT should develop a plan for implementing
selective hiring freezes as part of its human resource planning system.
The plan should provide for hiring to fill a wide range of specified
positions, for achieving overall reduct"ions, and for responding to
alternative revenue forecasts.
The specifi ed section also focuses on "pOS i t ions not necessary for the effi ci ent operation of programs. II One problem with HRPS
is that it contains no provision for identifying inefficient employees.
If productivity targets were set for individual positions, then
under-achieving employees could be identified and steps could be taken
to improve performance. With a change in State policy, continued low
productivity could be considered grounds for dismissal or for identification of personnel eligible for layoff. Such a policy change would be
necessary because, as noted in HRPS, lithe State layoff policy is based
on seniority which may limit the organizationis ability to layoff the
1east productive worker. II DHT and the Department of Personnel and
Training should review the State layoff policy, specifically considering whether employee productivity may be a factor in the determination
of eligibility for layoff.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Human Resource PI ann i n9 System refl ects the cons i derab 1e
effort which DHT has devoted to developing a method for linking workload with current staffi ng 1eve 1s. The department is confi dent that
when implemented, the system described in the document will address
both the Appropriations Act mandates and the concerns identified during
this review period. The document submitted for JLARC review, however.
does not focus on several of the key issues specified in the Appropriat ions Act.
Based on this assessment of the DHT manpower planning process, the following recommendations are submitted.
Recommendation

(IS).

The

Human Resources Planning System

should specifically include:
a)

A clear and consistent definition of mlnlmum staffing,
which incorporates an above average level of productivity. This definition should be consistently used in
developing the system.

b)

A clearly articulated method fOi~ linking available and
forecas
revenues with service levels and staffing
1eve s.
shoul d address the two 1eve 1s of
maintenance
development by the department, and
provi si ons for contracting to the pY'i vate sector foy'
ordina maintenance.
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c)

Specific performance targets for all work
For example, productivity at the 75th percentile of
past hi ghest performance coul d be requi red. Steps for
achieving this higher level should be identified.

d)

An assessment of the feasibility of reducing central
office staffing to 900. The assessment should specify
analytical methods used to determine feasibility, and be
comp 1eted pri or to the 1984 sess i on of the Genera 1
Assembly.

e)

An identification of the relationship of productivity
improvements to staffing levels. Productivity improvements should be clearly distinguished from production
increases.
DHT should develop alternative methods
Methods should include:

Recommendation (19).

of adjusting workforce size.
a)

A department-wide plan for selectively implement;
hiring freeze as part of HRPS. The plan should
the conditions under which the freeze would be invo
,
ted.
and the job classifications which would be af
The freeze should be tailored to meet maximum employment
levels specified in legislation.
Targeted position
levels should be specified for the affected classifications.
Plans should be developed for maintaining the
specified levels.

b)

An expansion of department policy on temporary trans rs
to include transfers between classifications. Classifications suitable for such transfers should be identified. Suitable training should be provided. Gui lines
should be developed for district and resident engineers
to follow in effecting such transfers.

Recommendation (20).
DHT, wi th the cooperation of the
partment of Personnel and Training, should review the State layo
policy as it applies to DHT, specifically considering whether indivi dua 1 employee productivity may be a factor in the determi nat i on of
eligibility for layoff.
Positions covered by work standards which
incorporate productivity goals should be the focus of the review.
Recommendation (21).
The imp 1ementat i on of DHT IS 10
term
manpower planning system should be reviewed. A
on implementation should be made by JLARC to the appropriate legislative
ttees
as part of the routine follow-up report to be submitted to the General
Assembly prior to the 1984 session.
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A:

AGENCY RESPONSE
As part of an extensive data validation process, each
agency involved in JLARC's review and evaluation effort is given
opportunity to comment on an exposure draft
report.
Appropriate technical corrections res
comments have been made in the fi na 1 report.
agency response relate to the exposure
to page numbers in the final report.

the
tten
references in
not corre

STAFF NOTE
The following letter represents DHT's final response to
report on staffing and manpower planning. The response deals primarily
wi th the recommendations contained in the report. Comments
J LARC
staff are included where appropriate.
The department 's fi na 1 response iss i gnifi cant ly different
from its preliminary response, transmitted to JLARC staff on December
8, 1982, which questioned various aspects of the methodology used in
the research. The DHT Commissioner made a presentation at the December
13 JLARC meeting which also raised several methodological concerns. At
that meeting, Senator Edward E. Willey was appointed to chair a subcommittee on the report, and the staffs of JLARC and DHT were directed to
meet and resolve, to the extent possible, methodological issues. The
staffs met on four occasions.
As a result of those discussions, the report was modified to
provide a fuller description of the research where it had been misunderstood.
Therefore, the present technical appendix (Appendix D)
provides additional details on only the maintenance productivity area.
In addition, the range of potential staffing economies was reduced to
reflect goals that the department felt would be more reasonable to
achi eve.
For example, a projection of the number of construction
inspectors that would be surplus if previous levels of productivity
were achi eved was reduced from 350 to 228 pos it ions because JLARC
agreed to use an alternative approach to workload measurement. Another
change was made regarding right-of-way productivity targets.
At a meeting of the subcommittee on January 5, 1983, the DHT
Commissioner reported that all methodological questions had been
resolved and the department concurred in all but two of the recommendations. The Commissioner said the department did not wish to suggest a
central office definition--Recommendation (8), numbered 3-1 in the
department 's response--as he regarded the matter to be a l i slat i ve
prerogat i ve. The Commi ss i oner further bel i eved that
retary of
Transportation, not the department, should address
ion
the desig(17)--numbered 3-10 in the department's response--concerni
nation of the central garage as a working capital fund.
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Ci.:PARTrAENT OF HIGHWAYS &. TRANSPORTATION
1:.221 EAST BROAD STREET

fiICHi'.lC;jO,23219

January 5, 1983

JAN
Mr. Ray D. Pethtel, Director
Joint Leoislative Audit and
Review Commission
General Assembly Building, Suite 1100
910 Capitol Street
Richmond, Virginia
23219
Dear Mr. Pethtel:
This Jetter is intended to provide the Department's
findings and recommendations contained in the December
draft Staffin and Man ower Planning in the Department
Transportation. I hope the
wmg commen
prove us
erations of the JLARC subcommittee which I understand
the staff report.

response to the
30 staff exposure
of Hi hways and
to
e
will now review

GENERAL COMMENT ON STAFFING ESTIMATES
The Department considers all but one of the substantive
recommendations included in the staff draft to be sound, and, where
appropriate, full consideration will be given to their adoption. Responses
to individual recommendations are included in the falJowing sections.
l"1hile the Department fully recognizes that the JLARC staff has not
formally included any of the "potential staffing reductions" as listed in
TabJe 1 of the Executive Summary in their recommendations, the
Department also believes that many of the positions which underlie the
suggested maximum staffing range of between 9,767 and 9,925 FTE are not
appropriate candidates for elimination. The falJowing points are offered
to provide our perspective on ths important issue.
Three components of TabJe 1 in the Executive Summary to the exposure draft. are, we believe, subject to important qualifications.
These
three include (1) the inspector productivity estimates, (2) elimination of
plant technicians, and (3) centralization of timekeepers.
In addition, while the Department is engaged in an interim reduction
in force in maintenance staffing pending compJet:ion of the Human
Resources Planning System, the 158-248 FTE estimate derived by the
~ARC staff reflects analysis of only three work activities and does not
mclude an evaluation of the costs of the suggested means of achieving
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increased efficiencies. Therefore, VDH&T staff believes substantial additional analysis and verifi..cation is necessary to ensure that the means of
achieving the proposed efficiencies will, in fact, be cost-effective.
Inspector Staffing Levels
The staff report ident::i:fies 228 FTE "surplus" project inspectors within
VDH&T. The JLARC staff report states:
"If inspectors in June 1982 could have achieved the productivity
level average achieved in June of 1976, 1977 and 1978, only
370 inspectors would have been needed instead of the actual
598. Based on the balance underway data, DHT in June of 1982
had as many as 228 surplus inspectors. Elimination of 228
positions could achieve a savings of $3.4 - $4.6 milliDn in
salaries and fringe benefits annually."

The 228 position figure is included in Table 1 on page 3 of t.lJ.e Exposure
Draft as a component of the "potential DHT staffing reductions" which,
turn, are used to produce the mayimum st.affing levels included in the
report.
However, the same data in the JLA RC staff report suggest that the
circumstances are substantially more complex.
The following data are
developed from Table 9, page 61 of the JLARC report.

Time Period
June 1982
December 1982
June 1983
June 1984
June 1985

Inspector Staffing
June 1982

Inspectors Needed
Per JLARC Analysis

598

370
421
448
621
694

"Difference"
228 "surplus"
177 "surplus"
150 "surplus"
23 deficit
96 deficit

The data show that at the present time the "surplus" is 177 rather than
228 positions. By June 1983 the need for inspectors would increase to 78
above the 228 figure suggested by JLARC staff's estimate of potential
staffing reductions. Finally, by the end of the current biennium VDH &T
will be short of qualified inspection personnel, a shortage which will
extend into mid-decade.
Using the above data a different conclusion can be drawn from that
included in the staff report. Clearly, 228 positions are not now available
for elimination. Instead, if the exposure draft logic is followed, VDH & T
would be required to layoff up to 150-177 experienced personnel, with the
intent of rehiring alllaid-off employees within 12-18 months. No long-term
staffing reductions are indicated by the analysis.
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The construction inspector analysis must also be considered preliminarv because
the yet to be determined impact of the recent federal

gasoline tax increa.se. Virginia anticipates approximately $44 million in
adclit:i.onal federal assistance between April and October 1983. Initial
federal policy discussions have emphasized the need for states to obligate
adclit:i.onal funds soon after their receipt. Therefore, while the Highwav
and Transportat:i.on ComInission has not been able to react to t.'h.e recent
federal act:i.ons, it can be assumed that Virginia will increase its 1983
advertisement schedule for G1.e sp:dng and summer construct:i.on season bv
as much as twenty percent over previously anticipated levels. This actiJ::)n
will fur-J1er reduce whatever temporary staffing reduct:i.ons might be gained
by applicat:i.on of the JLARC staff analysis.
In summary, the Department believes whatever "surplus" posit::ions
may have existed in June 1982 were the result of the major cutbacks in
construct:i.on work du:dng 1980 and 1981 associated, in turn, with revenue
shortfalls experienced by all states foJJowing the 1979 oil embargo. The
data in the JLARC staff reoort confirm that these "surpluses" will be fully
eliminated within 18 months. Finally, the availability of adclit::ional federal
construct:i.on aid will accelerate the eliminat::ion of temporary "surpluses"
and reduce the time span r.ecessary to eliminate any exist::L."1g overstaffing.

JLARC Staff Note
The department had projected a need for between 700 to 800
construction inspectors in its Short Range Approach to Manpower. The
JLARC cal cul at ions compared actual staffi ng with actual need duri ng
1982 and projected staffing with projected need for subsequent years.
Furthermore, JLARC di d not recommend III ayi ng off ll construction i nspectors. JLARCls report logic would, however, suggest reducing the number
of positions dedicated to construction inspecting tasks and transferring people from unproductive jobs to vacancies that occur in maintenance jobs which need to be filled.

Plant Technicians
Table 1 of the exposure draft also cites 65 FTE positions for eliminat:i.on through expansion of the quality assurance program.
Under this
oroqram manufacturers of certain road materi...als may chose to cert:i.fy that
~abirials supplied to VDH&T meet Department specificat::ions. If the certi..ficat:i.on is provided, no on-site inspect:i.on at the manufacturlilg plant is
reauired.
As you note in your report, the program is voluntary and, to date,
46 of 150 bituminous concrete and aggregate plants have agreed to the
cert:i:ficat:i.on reauirement. You do not recommend that VDH&T make the
certi.ficat:i.on program mandatory, t.'h.erefore the eliminat:i.on of the full 65
FTE is not now achievable.
The Department will explore means of
increasing the voluntary part:icipat:i.on in the program but does not believe
mandating part:icipat:i.on is appropriate at the present time.
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JLARC Staff Note
It is correct that elimination of all 65 FTEs is not achievable until all plants are certified. However, since 31% of the plants
have agreed to the certification requirement, approximately 20 FTE
employees are no longer necessary. We concur that the department
should consider ways to expand voluntary compliance or consider making
the quality assurance program mandatory.

Centralization of Timekeepers
.
The JLARC staff report recommends the elimination of between 87
and 114 positions by eliminating the assignment of timekeepers to area
headquarters.
It must be recognized that this action has several
consequences which argue against such a move.
As the staff report
states,
" ... JLARC

staff learned that timekeepers actually

perform a wide variety of tasks across t.."1e State.
These tasks :include mow:ing the headquarters lawn,
repairi...ng equipment, loading trucks and assisting crew
with road work."
These functions are :in addition to the maintenance of records on labor,
equipment and mater.ials utilization, dispensing of motor fuel to state
vehicles dur:ing business hours, and receiving public requests for road
:information and maintenance work.
The exposure draft does not state that the functions listed above are
unnecessary. Therefore, elimination of the timekeeper positions will, by
defin:i:tfun, require shi.ft:ing work responsiliili:t::ies to maintenance field staff.
As you are aware, the Department has set an :interim goal of reducing
budgeted maintenance field staff levels through a selective hir:ing freeze.
This initiative is :intended to significantly reduce costs while providing for
necessary maintenance work. At the same time it is unlikely that VDH&T
can eli.rninate as many as 114 timekeepers :in addition to maintenance field
reductions already underway, without suffer:ing an unacceptable service
loss.
VD H&T :intends to carefully review the timekeeper j:Jb description to
better reflect the important nature of the position.
Where physical
co-location is feasible, as is the practice :in Giles, Pulaski, and Montgomery
Counties, the Department will continue to review staffing reduction
potential.
In summary, the Department believes as many as 407 of the FTE
identified :in Table 1 of the Executive Summary may not be available for
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elilTI~ation.

This is not to suggest that pro9uctivity improvements are not
possible, but to present some different and, we believe, important
perspectives on the specif:i.c numbers contained in the JLARC staff
'-4 .... '-'-'-,_.

JLARC Staff Note
The point made in the report is that the timekeeper position
is not required on a full-time basis at each area headquarters.
maintenance work actually done by timekeepers at the area level can
handled by other staff assigned to routine maintenance tasks -- a staff
component whi ch also has a great amount of reserve capaci ty. The
timekeeper job can be handled at the residency level and it can be done
by up to 114 fewer people.

RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 2-1
The Department agrees that the number of area headquarters should
be reduced wherever conditions warrant. However, other factors besides
a mileage standard must be considered. An evaluation of each of the
"potential headquarters reductions" identi6.ed by JLARC staff has been
conducted, and I have been advised that in eight counties consolidations
are feasible. In five other counties past experience suggests consolidation
would not be useful, however, additkmal review may be considered.
In five of the counties listed in the JLARC draft, the consolidation
you propose would eliminate the single exi..-c:ting area headquarters. The
Department believes that retaining a minimum of one area headquarters per
county is a necessary means of maintaining proper coordination with the
local governing body and individual citizens.

You also proposed the elimination of three areas in Norfolk,
Chesapeake and Virginia Beach which have been assigned relatively low
mileages. What is not reflected in tl1e table is that these are extremely
high-volume interstate and urban freeway segments including 1-64, I-264,
1-564, and the Virginia Beach-Norfolk Expressway.
The Department
believes that the pa.rt:icular maintenance needs of these segments precludes
elimination of the aforementioned faciljbes.
Topography and geography are a third factor which must be considered. In three counties you propose for consolidation -- Giles, Bath
and Highland -- the one remaining maintenance superintendent would be
required to travel 140 miles lUst to inspect all primary mileage. In
County the Vesta headqua.rtEirs is located of necessity on a mountain top to
serve its assigned area, while the topography of Grayson County
the most rugged in the Commonwealth. In each of these five cases the
current distribution of area headquarters is believed most appropriate
coverage of the assigned geographic area.
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The Department believes that the di..,ct..vJ.bution of headquarters in
Russell, Tazewell, Wise, Scott and Buchanan Counties is appropriate due
to the coal-haul roads which create special mair,tenance inspection and
service requirements.
Finally, the future growt~ potential of urban and suburban counties
must be considered. The data in the staff report suggest eJi.lllination of
area headquarters in Fairfax, Chesterfi.eld, Henrico, Loudoun, Roanoke,
Prince William, Campbell, Frederick and Stafford Counties.
Travel
statist:ics and the six-year advertisement schedule for new construction
confirm the growing maintenance needs of these areas.
Reduction of
facilities in growing areas is not .likely to have long-term benefit for the
Department.
The maintenance division has completed an indepth review of each
jurisd.:i.ction identified for consolidation by the JLARC staff.
Division
representatives will be available to discuss each jurisdiction in detail
should this be considered necessary.

JLARC Staff Note
JLARC did not identify specific area headquarters that should
be eliminated or downgraded to sub-area status. We did identify a
potential range of between 23 and 64 areas that might be appropriate to
eliminate, downgrade, or consolidate depending on which criteria are
used.
The department has agreed to assess all areas using standard
workload guidelines. We await the results of that analysis.
Recommendation 2-2
This recommendation which deals with the assignment of timekeepers
was addressed under the general comments section.
Recommendation 2-3
The Department will examine in detail the problems with equipment
and spare parts avaiJability cited in your report. vhth regard to spare
parts avaiJabili:ty the Department has a detailed policy governing the
stocking of parts and supplies at each level of the field organization. The
policy is intended to balance lost crew time against the cost of purchasing
and maintaining individual stock items.
Recommendation 2-4

Concur

Recommendation 2-5

Concur

RecommendatiDn 2-6

Concur

..,

Concur

Recomme!".datiDn
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Recommendation 3-1
The Department believes that the decision to use a special definit:i.on
of "central office" as contained in the 1982-84 Appropriation Act is a
legislative prerogative.
The key to such a statutory control remains
consistency of definition.
Recommendation 3-2
The Department fully intends to comply with this provision as stated
in my letter of October 13 to the JLARC Chairman.
Recommendation 3-3
The Department has placed first priDrity on a full study of the existing ADP environment and how best to take advantage of the expanded
capacity offered by the West Broad Street Center. A follow-up review of
CAD will. be considered.
Recommendation 3-4
The Department concurs in the need to continue to fully incorporate
preliminary engineering as a component of the six-year planning cycle for
construction.
Recommendation 3-5

Concur

Recommendat:i.on 3-6

Concur

Recommendation 3-7

Concur

Recommendation 3-8

Concur

Recommendation 3-9

The Department does not agree that a
merger of the programming and scheduling,
secondary, and urban divisions is advisable.

Recommendation 3-10

The Department believes that the JLARC
staff should address this recommendation to the

Secretary of Transportation.
Recommendation 4-1
Concur. However, it is G'1e Department's view that the items you
suggest are already included in the research program for MAG as has been
shared with your staff on several occasions.
Recommendation 4-2
Concur, a selective hiri.J1g freeze has been in force for several
months. In should be noted that the affected job classifications and levels
of employment will. change over time.
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Recommendation 4-3

The Department
been requested to

Reccmmendation 4-4

The Department understands that this
recommendation
clirected to the JLARC
We will. be happy to provide whatever
reports may be called
by the
legislative committees.

has
suggested.

Department ~ stand ready to meet with you and
committee to discuss your recommendations in more detail.
Sincerely,

c:::J\Harold
e-.. .~ e ~ ~
C. King
Commissioner
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The Honorable Harold King
Department of Highway &
1221 East Broad street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Commissioner King:

~=S

'"< .... q I 8LE

t.,,:: '::r Of ;::l'JOIIC ,A.ccounts

section 649.2
ations Act requires JLARC to examine
s manpower planning
process. As we agreed,
odic feedback
to you in order to help accomplish
of our objectives
and mandates.
The staff paper
I have attached,
contains our initial comments on the
artment's manpower planning effort. The comments are based on a series
of status reports and correspondence
DHT staff (appended), three meetings with the Manpower Advisory Group,
and our independent observations and research. We believe
these interactions have provided us with a sufficient
overview of the department's manpower effort to prepare
this initial communication.
Several additional evaluations of your on-going
planning effort will be made during
fall months. Accordingly, this paper attempts to identify key issues or
concerns with the manpower planning e
as it has
evolved to date.
We hope the staff paper
des constructive
feedback to the department; it is certainly offered in
that spirit.

RDP:daa
cc:

JLARC Members
Mr. Gosher
Mr. Warren
Mr. Alexander
Mr. Lands
e
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THE DHT MANPOWER PLANNING PROCESS
The Department of Highways and Transportation (DHT) has
undertaken manpower planning in response to a legislative mandate. The
planning process encompasses a short-term effo , to be completed prior
to the 1983 session, and a longer-term planning effort.
Legislative Mandate
The 1982 General Assembly mandated the Department of Highways
and Transportation to prepare a manpower plan. Under Items 649.2 and
649.3 of the Appropriations Act, the DHT manpower plan is to identify
the minimum number of employees necessary to staff programs funded by
the Act, and is to include methods of expediting staff reductions to
meet the minimum levels. The Act limits the Department to a maximum of
1,312 full-time positions in the central office. It further requires
the DHT plan to consider and report on the feasibility of reducing
central office employment to 900 or fewer full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) by June 30, 1984. In addition, the Act caps DHT
full-time equivalent salaried employment at 10,671 in FY 1982-83, and
at 10,177 in FY 1983-84.
JLARC is required by the Act to review the DHT manpower plan,
the planning process, and the resulting staffing actions. The Act also
directs JLARC to report its findings by December 1, 1982.
At a meeting of DHT and JLARC staff on June 23, it was agreed
that the department would submit to JLARC staff a written description
of its manpower planning effort. Initial documents covering two phases
of the effort (Appendices I and II) were received on June 29 and July
19, 1982. Status reports (Appendix III) on the manpower group1s activities had been received previously, and an additional status report was
received August 5, 1982. The status reports are attached as Appendix
III. In addition, JLARC staff met with the advisory group to discuss
the manpower effort on May 13 and June 8, 1982. A third meeting was
held, with Commissioner King and Manpower Advisory Group staff, on June
23, 1982.
Current DHT Activities
The department has organized a manpower planning effort based
on two separate processes under the supervision of the director of
administration. A short-term effort is intended to address the Appropriations Act requirements and develop a staffing recommendation for
the 1983 General Assembly. A long-term effort is intended to develop a
manpower forecasting tool incorporating work measures for most DHT
employees.
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Th~ long-term effort was established
Manpower
::l 1 d ire cAdvisory Group (MAG) was formed in Ap 1 1982 th
tion to prepare a manpower plan. The group initiall consisted of four
staff members devoting most of their time
the p set, with
additional assistance from the divisions and distri
The basic
purpose of the MAG unit is, according to the July 16 1
r from Mr.
Gosher, (Appendix II): .
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to develop a manpower planning tool for VDHT which, when
fully implemented, will indicate with a reasonable degree of
accuracy the numbers of personnel required to perform a
specified workload.
Initial implementation is scheduled to occur by June 30, 1983, with
usable results to follow some time in 1984-85.
ASSESSMENT OF THE SHORT-TERM STAFFING ANALYSIS
The short-term staffing analysis is intended to meet the
Appropriations Act requirements and to generate recommended staffing
levels for the 1983 General Assembly. However, several problems are
apparent with the short-term analysis as it is described in the June 28
letter from Mr. Alexander (Appendix I). Problems include some
potential biasing of the overall goals, the level of documentation for
the effort, the department1s concept of minimum staffing, the
department1s attention to previously recommended ways of reducing staff
and methods of achieving reductions, and the method of conducting the
functional analysis.
Potential
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The June 28 letter and attachments suggest in several places
that the department has already concluded that specific levels set by
the Appropriations Act are "unrealisticll and "arbitrary. II Transmittal
of this message to the divisions and districts
ne a thorough
effort to reduce current staffing levels to a min mum level.
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i
of this premature conclusion is cl
Administration Warren's June 23 letter to division
(attached to Appendix I), in which he stated,

in Director
nistrators

Laying the groundwork for change [in the Appropriations Act]
should begin as soon as possible. .
We need to demonstrate that we cannot reduce our numbers to 10,177 and expect
respond in a responsible manner to our basic mission of
building and maintaining highways.
In a June 24 letter to district engineers Mr. Warren again stated,
As a consequence of additional sources of revenue and the
expanded construction program, the current [staffing]
limitations may not be appropriate. In order to avoid this
legal requirement, the Appropriations Act would have to be
changed by the legislature when they meet in January 1983.
To do this, groundwork should begin as soon as possible.
Mr. Alexander1s June 28 letter also appears to conclude that, for
maintenance at least, lilittle or no change is expected in assessed
manpower needs. II
We question whether the department will have sufficient
interest in conducting the lI critical ll organizational review called for
in the June 23 Warren letter if the outcome has already been decided by
management. District and division engineers will have little incentive
to thoroughly assess the efficiency of their organizations when top
management's stated goal is to amend the staffing limitation upwards.
In addition, it is not apparent to JLARC staff how DHT management
arrived at its conclusion when the results of its long-term effort will
not be available for several years.
Concern (1). If the goals of the short-term staffing analysis are to objectively assess minimum
staffing levels and determine ways of complying
with the limitation of 10,177 FTEs specified in the
Appropriations Act, instructions to the field from
management should be supportive of these goals.
Productive input to the staffing analysis cannot be
expected if top management appears to have
prejudged the outcome.

Documentation of General Method
Mr. Alexander s June 28 letter (Appendix I) states that the
short-term analysis will address the Appropriations Act mandates. The
letter however, does not specify how the mandates will be addressed.
Instead the letter contains a general discussion
workload and staffing in preconstruction, construction, and rnai
letter also
i
fies a Ilball park staff tool to predict trends ll in staffing for
acquisition and new highway construction.
1
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In 1982, attrition under the freeze was insufficient to
office staffing to the 1,312 level specified by the
A layoff was consequently imposed to achieve the
specified level. The rushed manner in which the layoff was
implemented, however, emphasizes the need to prepare for further
workforce adjustments.
The Appropriations Act was passed by the General
Assembly in March and approved by the Governor on April 21.
Commissioner King met with central office division
administrators on June 2 and directed them to identify
surplus positions within their units. The arlministrators
were asked to report their findings by June 3.
Twelve divisions identified 35 positions from which personnel
could be laid off. These included three positions which had been
filled on April 16, May 16, and June 1, 1982. These positions had been
justified as exceptions to Governor Robbls hiring moratorium, yet were
declared surplus within weeks of being filled. Better planning is
needed to avoid rushed layoff decisions and incongruous outcomes in
individual cases.
The Alexander letter argues against further layoffs but does
not discuss other methods of reducing staff. DHT's current mission
statement identifies four workforce adjustment methods (attrition,
layoffs, cross-training, and shifts between classifications and
locations). While these appear to be viable methods, further
specification of the conditions under which they will be implemented is
needed.
Concern (5). The methods for reducing staff
mentioned in the mission statement need to be
described in more detail. The conditions under
which the different methods will be used to move
the department toward minimum staffing need to be
described. Specific guidelines for identifying
surplus positions are necessary. The short-term
analgsis might provide the appropriate opportunity
for this description.

The Alexander letter mentions functional analysis as an
method for assessing support service staffing. Functions
by the entire department should not only be identified, they
also be assessed for relevance to the agency's mission. The
rm
ysis apparently intends to identify functions, but it is
clear that an assessment for relevance to the mission will be
relevance to the agency mission is a
ianal analysis. No mention is made in any of
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(no mention is made in the letters of
the Northern Virginia division). But a similar approach used in an
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earlier this year resulted in incomplete responses
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of the MAG effort
several concerns

re are no apparent plans to incorporate the legislatively
on minimum staffing and central office staffing.
,
scc>pe of the effort appears to exclude some key concerns,
the
meframe for implementing the plan has not been specified.
ird, requirements for reporting and review of workload data, and for
acco
ility, need attention. Finally, better documentation is
needed.
Appropriations Act Compliance
The major thrust of the MAG effort is to link staffing with
workload. It is not clear, however, whether MAG will identify minimum
staffing levels and how staffing standards will be set. Also unclear
is whether the plan will specifically address central office staffing,
as required by the Appropriations Act.
The "bottom-upll approach adopted by
MAG, where each of the divisions has been asked to determine the units
which best measure their- work, is a reasonable start toward identifying
work accomplishment measures. The approach does not address productivity or ensure that divisions are efficiently accomplishing their
work, however. Only some form of task analysis, where tasks performed
by DHT staff are analyzed for efficiency, would provide this assurance.
Given the multi-year time frame of the MAG study, and the ongoing
nature of the manpower system, provision for task analyses should be
included. This approach would help identify minimum levels of staffing
needed to conduct the department's work.
MinilllUJ1l staffing Levels.

Concern (7). Provision in the manpower plan for
task analyses may be appropriate to determine
whether work currently performed by department
employees is being performed as efficiently and
productively as possible. Such analyses may
involve observation and analysis of each major task
performed to ensure that the most productive
methods of work are actually used.
staffing Standards. MAG has chosen to use actual performance
determine the standards. Mr. Gosher's July 16 letter (Appendix
II) makes this clear:

In order for work standards to be developed, historical data
will be utilized as most tasks do not lend themselves to an
i
trial engineering form of measurement. However, the
historical data will be statistically analyzed . . .
is will be accomplished has not been clarified by MAG.
stated at various times that the lIaveragell performance,
ievable ll performance, or evaluations of "statistical
in
lishing standards.

resolution of this question is important. The goal of
independent task or activity observation would be to set the standards
levels j
to
efficient and obtainable with the adoption of
best avail le practices. If, on the other hand, standards are set to
reflect merely average performance, the standards will only reflect
what is being accomplished rather than what should be accomplished. If
standards are keyed to a low productivity period, they could serve to
perpetuate inefficiences. Further, averages are sensitive to extreme
values, so a standard based on average performance might be so low as
to be meani less, or so high as to be generally unattainable. A range
of
levels within standards may be useful in developing
standards
are sensitive to productivity. For example, a task with
a standard of 8 units per day might be established where 5 or 6 units
completed would be termed marginal performance; 7, 8, or 9 units would
be termed satisfactory performance; and 10 or more units would be
termed outstanding performance.
A problem with setting ,work standards to reflect the "best
achievable" performance is the difficulty of determining that level of
performance without undertaking some type of task or activity analysis.
MAG's solution to this problem does not appear acceptable. MAG has
written that it will be forwarding work units to "eac h affected group
for development of manhour standards," which may indicate that the
divisions will have significant input into determining their own "best
achievable" performance. These division-generated work units, and
division-suggested performance levels, must be carefully reviewed for
appropriateness. However, MAG may lack any independent data to review
or adjust these division-established performance levels.
Concern (8). The manpower plan should specify how
staffing standards will be set for each organizational unit or job classification. This specification should identify the method for judging the
appropriateness of the standards, and should
explicity show how the standard will be calculated.
Consideration might be given to establishing ranges
thin the standards, as a means of gauging and
encouraging productivity.

None of the MAG documents specifically
addresses the matter of central office employment. The group plans
eventually to define work measures for most OHT divisions, including
those whose staffs are housed in Richmond. The Appropriations Act,
however, focuses specifically on central office employment, and
requires the Department's manpower plan to do the same. While the
short-term effort will address the immediate concern, it would be
appropri
r the long-term effort to include specific plans for
central
ce staffing.
Central Office.

It would be appropriate for MAG to
method for addressing central office
staffing, and for assessing the feasibility of
reducing central office staffing to 900 prior to
110

1, 1984.

The manpower forecasting effort is ambitious. However,
documentation and discussions to date leave unclear whether several key
considerations will be included. These considerations are: (1) the
method for tying staffing projections to revenue forecasts and to
alternative service levels, (2) plans for addressing certain staff
reduction opportunities; (3) plans for describing staff reduction
methods; and (4) the project1s schedule, usually described as IItwo to
three years. II
Developing Alternative Forecasts. Efforts are underway
within the department to identify alternative highway maintenance
levels and to develop long-term revenue forecasts. These are important
efforts which need to be accommodated by the manpower plan. Mr. Gosher
stated at the June 23 meeting that the plan would be revenue-responsive
and would forecast alternative staffing levels for alternative revenue
estimates. None of the plan1s documentation discusses how this
capability will be built into the plan. The documents are also silent
as to whether alternative levels of maintenance and construction will
lead to alternative staffing levels.
Concern (10). The manpower plan needs to address
how manpower forecasts will respond to alternative
revenue projections and to alternative levels of
maintenance currently under development with DHT.
It is important that some consideration be given to
alternate levels of maintenance staffing.
staff Reduction Targets. MAG does not state whether
opportunities for staff reductions previously identified by JLARC and
the Department will be incorporated into the plan. The final JLARC
report on the Organization and Administration of Department of Highways
and Transportation discusses several possible reductions, including
staffing of area headquarters) staffing of inmate crews) and
cross-training of staff between divisions. Additional opportunities
have been identified by DHT staff. For example, the work of as many as
65 construction inspectors who inspected materials at the point of
manufacture has recently been eliminated. Although these employees may
be reassigned to other duties, their freed-up staff time could be
converted into surplus positions and eliminated.
Concern (11). The manpower plan needs to address
specific staffing reductions from prior JLARC
studies as well as potential reductions identified
"G.1e department.

Provisions for workforce reduction are
manpower effort. None of the MAG documents
ons
of adjusting workforce size, although this concern is
in
ropriations Act language about
for

Reduction Methods.
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Timeframe. The multi-year nature of the p
appears
appropri
) since sufficient history must be collected for each work
unit to i
fy a standard or norm. However, two years l worth of data
may not be necessary for every work unit. This is especially true for
divisions such as Location and Design which have already accumulated
several years of work accomplishment data. Further, MAG was established wi
only a six to eight month charter. Who
11 actually
implement
plan
yet to be determined.
Concern (13). A schedule for implementing the
manpower sgstem needs to be established. It should
specifg when data collection will begin and end for
each orgar.izational unit, and who within each unit
will coordinate the plan.

Review and Accountability
The accuracy of reporting work accomplis
is crucial to
effective review of such accomplishments. Accuracy
not be assured
under current MAG documents. The means of providing accountability
also need further definition.
An initial concern about the massive data collection involved in the plan is whether work accomplishments will be
accurately reported. The proposed method is to collect data from
timesheets which cover many, but not all, employees. There is an
obvious question of how data will be collected from
loyees who do
not currently report their time on time sheets. An additional question
involves ensuri
the accuracy of work accomplishment data that are
submitted on mesheets.
Reporting.

the payroll
information sought by MAG will differ
information historically collected on timesheets. MAG is attempting
modify existing timesheets for data collection instead of introducing a
new form. The July 16 letter also notes that this
11 avo id the
necessity of training several thousand individuals to fill out a new
input document. II
lI

need for special training should not
point, as it may prove essential to gathering accu
appear that, at mi mum, a new coding structure will
timesheets in
to collect the needed
training
documentation pravi
pletes a
, it is unclear how
call
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dismissed at this
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on
Without
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Concern (14). A means for collecting data on each
position in the department is essential. Special
training for supervisors who review timesheets and
emplogees who fill out timesheets mag well be
necessary. Data on positions not currentlg covered
bg timesheets will also be necessary.
Review. DHT must develop a systematic method for reviewing
performance in the field if the work standards set by MAG are to impact
staffing. An initial concern is who will be responsible for reviewing
the data, and how the review will be conducted. The MAG documentation
does not address these points.

A further concern is that performance printouts may not be
adequately reviewed to identify high and low performance. This has
been a common response to the printouts generated by other data systems
(notably the maintenance management and equipment information systems),
and should be considered in the design of automated reports. Responsibility for review needs to be established as well as what will be
reported.
Concern (15). Automated reports should be carefully tailored for greatest usefulness. Usefulness
mag be promoted by including managers with staffing
review responsibilities in the report development.
Exception reports which highlight unusual occurrences could be developed for management use.

Accountabilitg. A final concern is how divisions and
districts will be held accountable for achieving their manpower goals.
Who will be held accountable and how accountability will be achieved
are not specified in any of the MAG documents. Without adequate attention to the implementation of accountability, the entire MAG effort may
be seriously undermined.
Concern (16). The department's manpower plan
should specifg who will be held accountable for
achieving the standards and how units will be held
accountable.

Documentation
Documentation is a key element of any effort as massive
long-range as DHT's manpower planning process. MAG's goal is to produce a draft manpower plan by September 1982. According to the July
letter from Mr. Gosher,
the details relative to each Division,
the plan will incl
an
lanation of why it was developed in the manner
sented, the input and output documents the Division
lize for anal is and refinement, and
to
such analysis.

Consequently, the plan will reflect considerable attention to detail,
and may be an extensive document. The draft manpower plan should
describe the process and specific methods in sufficient detail so that
field personnel, unfamiliar with the plan's development, could implement its provisions. This guideline would also facilitate external
review of the plan.
Concern (17). A keg component of the success of
the draft manpower plan will be documentation that
describes processess and methods in sufficient
detail.

Documents referenced herein may be viewed upon request at the
JLARC staff offices, 910 Capitol Street, Suite 1100, Richmond,
Virginia.
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commissioner King
September 28, 1982
Page Three

a substantial part of our presentation. In order to
communicate our position and to receive your statement
the short-term analysis, I have asked Walt Smiley to meet
with you and your manpower planning team before October
so that you may hear our briefing information and
ari
your position on this matter.
Sincerely,

Ray D. Pethtel
Director
RDP:bjk
cc:

Members, Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commiss
The Honorable Andrew B. Fogarty

Note:

Documents referenced herein may be viewed upon request at the
JLARC staff offices, 910 Capitol Street, Suite 1100, Richmond,
Virginia.
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APPENDIX 0:
TECHNICAL APPENDIX
Maintenance Productivity Review
For its November 1981 report, Highway Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in Virginia, JLARc staff performed regression
analysis to measure the relationship between the amount of work accomplished by each residency and the resources expended to accomplish that
work. Sixteen maintenance activities were assessed. The six activities examined in the productivity section of this report, and the
coefficients of determination for these activities on each of the three
productivity measures, are shown in Table 1.
A standard error of the regression measures the average
variation of any individual measurement from the estimated mean. The
standard error of the regression can be used to estimate the precision
of the estimate resulting from the sampling process. For the productivity analysis, medium productivity residencies for an activity were
--------------Tabl e 1 --------------RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESOURCES

Maintenance Activity
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Accomplishment
Measure
(Dependent
Variable)

Coefficient of Determination (R 2 )
Explaining Variation Using
Three Productivity Measures:
Number of
Residencies

Expenditures

Man-Hours

Equipment
Hours

Spot Seal and Skin
Patching

Tons of Material

45

.91

.64

.84

Premix Patching

Tons of Material

44

.94

.64

.72

Tractor Mowing on:
Secondary System
Primary System
Interstate System

Acres Mowed
Acres Mowed
Acres Mowed

44
45
27

.51
.52
.90

.58
.57
.90

.63
.63
.90

Brush Cutting

Acres Cut

45

.54

.52

.60

Machine Ditching and
Hauling Spoil

Miles of Ditch

45

.69

.70

.74

Hand Cleaning Ditches

Feet of Ditch

45

.80

.76

.70
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Water Resource Management in Virginia, September 1976
Vocational Rehahilitation in Virginia, November 1976
Management of State-Owned Land in Virginia, April 1977
M:nine Resource Management Programs in Virginia, june 1977
Sunset, Zero-Base Budgeting, Evaluation, September 1977
Use of State-Owned Aircraft, October 1977
The Sunset Phenomenon, December 1977
Zero-Base Budgeting,' December 1977
Long Term Care in Virginia, March 1978
Medical Assistance Programs in Virginia; An Overview, June 1978
Virginia Supplemental Retirement System, October 1978
The Capital Outlay Process in Virginia, October 1978
CIIlJp Pendleton, November 1978
Inp:/tient Care in Virginia, january 1979
Outpatient Care in Virginia, March 1979
M:m:lgement and Use of State-Owned Vehicles, July 1979
Certificate-of-Need in Virginia, August 1979
Report to the General Assembly, August 1979
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Extension Division, September 1979
Dcinstitutiona1ization and Community Services, September 1979
Special Study; Fedenl1 Funds, December 1979
Homes for 'Adults in Virgini:l, December 1979
Man:lgement and Use of Consultants by State Agencies, May 1980
The General Relief Program in Virginia, September 1980
Federal Funds in Virginia, October 1980
Federal Funds; A Sumnwry, january 1981
Methodology for a Vehicle Cost Responsibility Study; An Interim Report, january 1981
Organization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation; An Interim Report,
january 1981
Title XX in Virginia, january 1981
Organization and Administration of Soci:/1 Services in Virginia, April 1981
1981 Report to the General Assembly
High way and Transportation Programs in Virginia; A Summary Report, November 1981
Organization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation, November 1981
Highway Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in Virginia, November 1981
Vehicle Cost Responsibility in Virginia, November 1981
high way Financing in Virginia, November 1981
Publications :md Public Relations of State Agencies in Virginia, January 1982
Occupational and Professional Regulatory Boards in Virginia, January 1982
The CETA Program Administered by Virginia's Ba1ance-of-State Prime Sponsor, May 1982
Working Capital Funds in Virginia, June 1982
The Occupational and Professional Regulatory System in Virginia, December 1982
Interim Report; Equity of Current Provisions for Allocating Highw:W Construction Funds in Virginia,
December 1982
Consolid:/tion of Office Space in the Roanoke Are<l, December 1982
Staffing and M<lnpower Planning in the Department of Highways <lnd Transportation, january 1983
Consolidation of Office Space in Northern Virginia, january 1983
Interim Report; Loc/1 M<lndates and Financial Resources, January 1983
Interim Report; Organization of the Executive Branch, january 1983
The Economic Potential and Management of Virginia's Seafood Industry, January 1983
Follow-Up Report on the Virginia Dep:lrtment of High ways and Transportation, january 1983

